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Beaudry Says "Nope!"

FIRST CLASS MAILINGS ARE
discontinued; annual rate
IS increased to cover

Los Angeles Chapter. Beaudry has answered that he cannot honor the demand.
Height's demand was based on the letter that the L. A. chairman wrote to the

postage,product I ON- COSTS

California State Department of Justice,Registrar of Charitable Trusts, requesting

First class mail subscription has been ter
minated and all issues being mailed out this
month are on the second class schedule". All

subscribers with remaining first class issues
due them will have their subscriptions extend
ed to take care of the balance of first class
funds due them.

In addition to discontinuing the first class
rate it has been necessary to increase the an
nual subcription rate to $10 in the U.S. and
$11 for Canadian and overseas, the first in
crease since 1978.

Subscription changes were dictated follow
ing an audit of postal and production costs,
plus the announcement by the Postoffice that
first class rates will possibly be raised to 20
cents per ounce shortly after the first of the
year. It is also possible that second class

mail charges may be increased.
The audit revealed that The Console has

been losing money due to the continued in

In an unprecedented action, Richard R. Haight,President of the American Theatre

Organ Society, this mondi demanded the resignation of Ralph Beaudry, Chairman of

assistance in obtaining from the national club treasurer information relative to the

annual financial report as published in the official publication,an open audit of the
club books, and, in a second matter, he requested an opinion of the dismissal of

John Ledwon as chairman of the bylaws revision project.
Haight charged Beaudty's request to the state agency as being done solely to em

barrass and/or harass the officers and directors of ATOS. He also charged that the
L. A, chairman with mismanagement of the affairs of the unit and declared that it
had brought about a substantial loss in membexshift "both for the chapter and nation

al, a loss which we can ill afford." He called for Beaudry's immediate resignation
and warned the L. A. chairman that if he did not comply it was his intention to make
public, copies of Beaudry's correspondence. He also enclosed in his letter a resigna

tion form and self-addressed stamped envelope for Beaudry's use and demanded a re

SDR.VIRGTl fOX DIES AFTER LONG IL NES
ply by October 20di.

The facts behind the action taken by Beaudry stem from his failure to obtain any
reply to two letters written itoitheinational secretary/treasurer last July 3rd and July
27th. He also wrote a third letter requestion minutes of a board meeting on July 18th
and did not get them. After waiting almost three months, Beaudry sent his letter to

the state agency as the only recourse open to him and the Los Angeles chapter board.
Answering Haight's charge of mismanagement, Beaudry said,"I must point out that
LATOS—the Los Angeles Theatre Organ Society—is an independent California Cor
poration (and also indepndent to the IRS) and you, not being a member of LATOS,
have no right to attempt to interfere in our internal affairs." He then noted that he

crease in printing, photoengraving,photography would attempt, as a courtesy to Haight, to explain what was misconstrued by Haight

Mechanical negatives and postage costs. The to be mismanagement. He recounted that, LATOS had suffered a loss of over $1,500
(Continued on Page 6)
early in 1980 when a professional publicist was employed (Continued on Page 30)

Dr. Virgil Fox, internaionally famed organ virtuoso, died Satur
day morning, October 25th, in a Florida hospital after a long bout
with cancer. One of the most flamboyant of the classical concert

artists, Dr. Fox was perhaps the most publicized and innovative or-

ganistever to appear in public.

He was also highly successful dur

ing his musical career and had established an enormous following j
his presentations were attractive to young people in that he made

the classics enjoyable through not only his playing but his brief talks
on selections he played in his concert programs.

He continued to appear in public until recently despite the dis
comfort and pain caused by his illness. Approximately one week
prior to his death Mrs. Marian Cook and Henry Hunt, well-known
theatre organ enthusiasts, who have travelled to Europe with the
famed organist and visited numerous times at his home in Florida,
flew there for a visit and reported he was in a whe^xhair at that
time but still was able to get about.

Dr. Fox recorded a great many organs during his lifetime. One of
(Continued on Page 26)

GEORGE"WRIGHT TRIES PASADENA CIV!0
George Wright was invited to Pasadena Civic Auditorium during
the evening of October 12th to try out the five-manual Civic Or

gan, The invitation was exteaded by Dave Junchen, who heads

maintenance of the large instrument. Wright told the organman he
would stay but a few minutes knowing Junchen's early morning
schedule and the need for sleep.
Junchen reported Wright became so enthralled with the organ
that he remained on the bench two hours and stated he thought it

to be a thrilling pipe organ.

Los Angeles Theatre Organ Society had previously contacted the
GOOD NEWS—Terry Robson stands beside the Robert-Morton
console he has moved into position on October 4th to be wired
into the 12-rank instrument he is currently installing in the

Roseway Theatre, Portland, Oregon. Additional photos and
information appear on Page rl7i-' of this issue.

noted theatre organist about presenting a concert under the club's
sponsorship. At the time Wright was non-committal until he could
spend some time with the instrument to determine if it would be

suited to his style of concert playing. Nothing was disclosed about
what he may be planning to do, but many organ buffs are hoping
he will appear in concert at this instrument.
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TWO WURLITZERS—Auctioneer Marguiles and
an assistant from Salt Lake City were in Prove,
Utah, Sept. 26th to auction off two Wurlitzer
theatre organs, part of the residue of the illfated pizza operations in Prove and Salt Lake.
Marguiles stands in front of the console of the
Provo pizza parlor 3/15 or 16 pipe organ. This
organ sold for $26,000.

SECOND WURLITZER —The 3/20 Wurlitzer,stor
ed in Provo along with the Style 260 shown at
left, was inspected by Larry Bray,holding console
shell lid, Bill Brown, noted Phoenix pizza parlor
potentate, Marian Cook, who was on hand for the

HENRY HUNT inspects the
piano which belongs to the
3/20 Wurlitzer. Due to little

advertising,there were only

auction, and Henry Hunt, whose Style 260 is now
registered bidders at the
installed and playing in his Detroit pizza palace.
auction. Since the organs
This organ, which was not in as good condition as were part of a bankrupt acthe sm^ler Wurlitzer, sold for $20,000.
tion,the low attendance did
Bill and Joe plan two concerts a

CONCERTS ON RESIDENCE WURLITZER AID
LOCAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY ON CAPE

week instead of one—every
Thursday and Friday. Anyone

not give the former owners

a
a fair
fair shake,
shake, one
one cf
cf the
the bidd
bidders
ers said.
said.

planning a trip to Cape Cod and wish to attend, should write

by B, J. Allen
Bill Hastings has just finished a season of twenty-three concerts

486, Truro, Mass. 02666. Mention the date you wish to attend.

TOBI HOUSE
TOBI
HOUSE in
in North
North Truro,
Truro, Cape
Cape Cod,
Cod, Mass.
Mass. The
The concerts
concerts were
were
limited
limited to
to between
between 50
50 and
and 60
60 people,
people, who
who could
could sit
sit in
in relative
relative
comfort in the large
large music
music room.
room. Stand-by
Stand-by lists
lists were
were always
always long,
long,

Lyn Latsen's
Organ console
Collection
book
seven
original
selections
by theTheatre
well-known
artist
mayofbe
ordered
direct from Gentry Publications, P.O.Box 333,Tatzana, Calif,
. ^ 9^355
unusual music/picture book was discussed

and reserve well in advance to: Truro Historical Society, Box

played on the "Jobi WurliUer," formerly m tailed in the State Thea- -^qdress FOR LARSEN MUSIC BOOK ORDERS

AHrm?<3Tm was
all nrnr.pp.H.c
uLiuoua.
w
hoping for a canc^lation. Admission
was $3,with all
proceeds crngo '"'r
in the September issue of The Console.
homniT -Fnr a ranrpl lafinn

ing to the Truro Historical Society.

The Wurlitzer is a superb installation by the Foley-Baker Co.,of
Manchester,Conn., and has been called by many;"The best home
installation ever." It speaks directly into the froom from two cham
bers located behind the console. One would expect the volume to

*Larsen In Four Eastern Appearances*

Lyn Larsen made four appearances on the East Coast this
month. His first was October 4th at John Dickinson High School

in place of George Wright, who, according to the Richmond
be intolerably, but because of the spacious chambers, and room, it Organ Enthusiasts Club News, was ill and had to cancel, on

creates a most exciting sound. No additions or alterations have beet
made to the instrument. It is exactly as Wurlitzer designed it, ex
cept for the replacement of the "Trash Can Cover Cymbals" with
Zillgians, and a reiteration unit on the big one.
Bill's concerts consist of music from all periods except Rock

short notice. On October 17 and 19 he played two concerts at
the Thomaston Opera House in Connecticut, and on October

25th returned to the Auditorium Theatre,Rochester, New York,
to play his fifth concert for the Rochester Theatre Organ So
ciety.

from light classic to pop, but the accent is on romantic music that ORIGINAL CLOUD IVIACHINES RETURNING
lets the organ soar and sing. One fan letter sums it up: "He seems
It will not be necessary to spend almost two hundred thousand
to be making love to the organ."
dollars for replacement cloud machines to install in the former
One of the eagerly awaited highlights of each program is when ^
, Richmond
PerLoew's
Richmond Theatre,
Theatre, now
now the
the Virginia
Virginia Center
Center for
for the
the Per
Bill's partner Joe Colliano joins Him on the grand piano for several forming
ArR _the
—the originals
originals are
are being
being returned.
returned. The
The present
present
selections,
j -n
..i. « owner
owner learned
learned of
of the
the desire
desire to
to have
have the
the originals
originals returned
returned and
and

The concerts will be resumed next May, and will continue throng

Mrs.Nina Abady, Director of the Center, to advise her

the Summer and early Autumn. Because of the demand for tickets,

be delivered in the near future.

One of the missing pieces of statuary
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believed to be one of

Micheal Angelo Studio pieces,which was Architect John
(9

Eberson's firm-—was found backstage under a pile of insulating

S

material. It is large, over five feet tall, and stood in a niche

w high above the left side of the proscenium. In perfect condi>2 tion, whoever removed it from its perch used extreme care in
2 that it weighs almost 100 pounds and was at least 30 feet above

2

orchestra floor. Two other pieces of statuary ate still miss-

>2 '"^he Drama Department at the University of Richmond has
($2 the
agreed
to return
theyears.
large ornamental
display piece
frame ofthat
sat in
lobby
for many
This is a beautiful
work
2

made for Loew's in the Eberson studios.

2

the home of the Richmond Symphony Orchestra. In addition,

«

theatre is presently undergoing restoration and will be

ARNDT ORGAN SUPPLY COMPANY | J°cal cr.an
1018 LORENZ
LORENZ DRIVE
DRIVE -- BOX
BOX -"29
"*29
1018

2

2
2

wculdbe a replacement for the 3/13

1

B Wurlitzer that was donated by Loew's
to the American Film Institute but

(ft

c

laftA

never erected and subsequently sold to
^
Texas theatre
organ buff who has the
instrument
in storage.

I PHOENIX CLUB BACKS

s

^ FULL BYLAW REVISION

I

; Charles H. Creighton,Chairman
|
I of Valley of the Sun Chapter ATOS, I
I Phoenix,Arizona,this month wrote
|
a
There ate irrefutable facts that no amount of rationalizing can alter in reviewing ATOS,

I letter to the national president and f
I expressed his opinions about several
|

its goals, policies and actions by those who favor the status quo operation and those who

I matters therhational officers are|
in-

seeK to make changes they feel will improve ihe organization.
Restoration, preservation, and the most widespread participation in the enjoy
ment of the theatre pipe organ was envisioned by the founder of the society,

I point and noted that changes are|
not

i volved in. He was direct to the

§

I wanted by those holding die reins|
be j cause it would end dieir tenure. He

the late Richard C. Simonton, He desired representation in every city— a

s

3 also objected vehemently to the al- I
t most constant pointed comments that ;

national network of chapters that would build a great organization to promote
the theatre pipe organ.

3 are being made against Los Angeles

E

Most of the present discord within ATOS stems from two things: 1 The Bylaw Revision : Chapter and its Chairman,Ralph
project; 2—the inability of members to obtain reasonable answers to questions pertaining 3 Beaudry. He added that such com-

i

= ments made it more certain he will

to the operation of the organization.
Unless the revisions to the Bylaws are put into effect there will be no changes

=
;

z move ahead for even stronger supp- 3

I ort of the revision of the National

in the Society. Those who seek to infuse new ideas and new blood into it are

powerless to accomplish little more than continue to champion their cause in
the hope of establishing some manner of educating all members to the things

E

3 Bylaws. The letter was sent to all

3

3 chapter chairmen.

3

it is felt will build the organization.

These are the facts surrounding die present Bylaw problems: It will be a betrayal of the
members who were present at the 1979 Annual Meeting in Los Angeles and voted to have

a committee revise (which means re-write) the Bylaws and present them for adoption by
the national board. It will also be a betrayal of the Bylaws Revision Committee that

spent many hours on the project, if they are not adopted,and especially i'thcse v/ho took
the time to come to Agoura,California,to attend a special meeting of the committee.

If the Bylaws are not adopted it is also a betrayal of the 26 Chapters (not 26 members)
who signified their interest in having revisions. The removal of John Ledwon as the head
of the committee, (According to the California State Corporations Code, Section 5341,
a board approves the creation of committees, the naming of members to each,and that

Entered at Second Class Mail at Pasadena, California,

Second Class Postage Paid at Pasadena, California.

such committees are "to serve at the pleasure of the board"-—meaning the board is the

source for removal)) on the pretxt that he was moving too slow and the subsequent ap

(USP5) 43Z630I

pointment of another board member who is known to be an avowed anti-revisionist
seems To'indicate that some sort of plans had been made in advance to insure that

the proposed changes would be shelved or dropped altogether. If, of course, the revis

Editor & Publisher

ions are adopted then perhaps changes can come to ATOS.
The inability of members to secure satisfactory answers to their questions from

British Editor
Special Features

the office of the secretary/treasurer regarding financial status of the organiza
tion because of the apparent incomplete report made in the national publica

The International Theatre Organ Society Publishers
prepare and distribute monthly The Console, a totolly
independent publication. In Ihe interest of theatres,
concert hails, opera houses, and their organs.

tion without doubt has engendered most of the present discord in ATOS, The

position is one that is a salaried job (or, if you would rather,a contract fee
arrangement) that carries with it an expense account that should permit the
birins of a tvp-st to aid preparing answers; Members have complained that
they nave 'not been given the courtesy of any sort of answer.
The inability of members with, opposing viewpoints to obtain equal space in the.national

It it dedicated to the preservation of theatres, audi
toriums, concert halls, opera houses and their organs,
and reports Inlernalienaliy news of oil lypei of organs
—pipe, pump, electronic, theatre and classical.

publication to present their statements. Indeed, there is seldom, if ever, anything that
suggests any member might not fully agree with the the operation of the organization. It
was this sort of situation that prevailed when Timothy S. Needier launched his campaign

The Console provides equal space to ail organiza

a successful undertaking which upset the status quo faction considerably since it was
fought fiercely by national officers as a thing they wished to avoid to force the home

tions In Ihe Interest of bringing to its readers coverage
of all orgon news and photos. Photographs, draw
ings, organ catalogues, theatre programs, technical
articles, both contemporary and nostalgic, are eornesliy solicited. The Console will consider purchase of
libraries and other collections of organ and/or theatre
materials, Address aif communications, news releases,
etc., to THE CONSOLE, Posteffice Box 744-C, Pasa

office to publish yearly financial statements. Every member of ATOS must be given the
right to be heard (or read) if the organization is to be considered democratic.
If the present policy of not giving fair representation to those who have oppos

ing viewpoints is adhered to, then it must be the duty of the national board to
establish some type of notification, "that-explains clearly what constitutes the

rights of individual members
and that each one must abide by such an un
democratic set of regulations, or regulation or not be a member.

dena, California 91104. Telephone: (2131 794-7762.

These are points that
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DECORATE AND.
PLAY
When he isn't off on

concert tours, Lyn
Latsen can usuallybe
found around the lo
cal Phoenix area at

work on an organ or
playing one. At left

he is applying gold
leaf to the Tucson

Organ Stop Pizza 4/23 Wurlitzer decora

tions, not complete
in this photo. And,at
right he is substitut
ing at Mesa Organ

Stop Pizza. Note the
glitter of gold leaf
on this console

it was applied last

year by Maestro Larsen. Larsen has also

been helping Ken
Crome on tonal work
at one of the raid-

west pizza parlor in
stallations he is doing.
UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL FOR LEDWON

ASHLEY MILLER BOOSTS FAIRBANKS WITH 175 RANKS"'

CONSOLE SUBSCRIBER AND ATOS
MEMBER SADDENED BY BICKERING

boost on the screen at Yale University's Woolsey Hall by Ashley Miller as he
accompanied the film on the four-manual, 175-rank Aeolian-Skinner Newberry

Douglas Fairbanks' "Wild and Woolly" photoplay was given a tremendous

organ.

Walter H, Blanchard, who belongs to LA TOS,the

After opening with a "mini-overture" celebrating George Gershwin's birthday,

Orange County Organ Society and also subscribes to

accompanied the Fairbanks film and then followed his accompaniment
The Console expressed in a letter to the editor his 'Ashley
a double feature show playing Mary Pickford's "The Sparrow'!
feelings about the present strife within ATOS,and he with
Between films the audience was treated to a special arrangement of "Granada'
also let it be known that he appreciates the work
with Ashley drawing on some of the unique and powerful sounds of the large indone by John Ledwon as head of the bylaws commit j strument.
"I was really amazed at some of the great sounds I was able to get
tee.
He writes: "I'd like to thank you for a most infor

mative publication. I look forward each month to

■ out of the concert organ
it adapted well to the silentsl'
*Opens His Fall Season In The East*

Miller opened the Fall Theatre Organ Season in the East with swell shades
wide open! Three appearances before a total audience of some 1000 persons in
and New Jersey featured music ranging from pop to classic.
"I frequently am saddened that such intense bick Connecticut
Two programs for the Annual Rice Memorial Concert, sponsored by the
ering occurs among the different enthusiast groups, .Connecticut V'alleyTheatre.Organ Society and played at the Thomaston Opera
1 am a member of LATOS and ATOS and the Orang 'House,
•
made maximum use of the 3/15 Marr & Colton "Wurlitzer sounding"
County Organ Society. Thankfully,the latter has
theatre organ. This instrument is one of a very few that contains a "back beat

receiving The Console, as it always contains com
plete data on the theatre pipe organ world to date.

been able to avcid any internal conflict thus far.

Maybe this is because there is a relatively small
membership, who don't have time for anything ex
cept constructively working on the instruments en
trusted to their care.

In any event, I wish that the national ATOS coulc
get their head back in the sunshine (and out of the
nether region where the sun never shines) and rededicate themselves to the original precepts of the

organization which was to harmoniously perpetuate
and promote the enjoyment of theatre pipe organs
and music for the present and future generations.

Somehow, somewhere we have gotten sidetracked.
Very truly yours,
/s/ W. H. Blanchard

P. S, A cheer for John Ledwon, who has the interest

and is willing to exert the effort to try to re-direct
the energies of the ATOS!"

*Orange County Tried To Join*

cymbal" among its percussions

fitting real well with some of the Miller styl-

The programs ranged from Youmans and Porter to a classical group consisting

of Tschaicovsky's "Humoresque" and Billy Nalle's arrangement of "All The
Things You Are" as Bach might have done it.

Following this opening Ashley provided the season curtain riser for the Garden
State Theatre Organ Society at the 3/16 Moller in the Trenton War Memorial,
An added treat was Joe Scanella on the trumpet along with the pipe organ. A
pop set, including "Sugar Blues"was followed by the Allegro from the Trumpet
Voluntary by Boyce,

The three concerts inaugurate a busy season for the former Radio City Music

Hall organist. New York State appearances later in the season will be followed
by a specially arranged West Coast tour (in addition to the previously announc
ed tour) and concert appearances in Australia in April.

NALLE'S BACH BIT GOES TO BOCK
"All The Things You Are',' Billy Nalle's Bach-style arrangment of the Jerome

Kera composition is now in Fred Bock's musical catalogue in his Gentry Publica
tions—and the new published arrangement has been edited by the longhair/

At the time of inception, officials of the Orange modeme-crgan-stylist Dr. Fred Tulan, of Stockton, Calif., one of the country's
leading concert organists on the classical side.
Country Organ Society attempted twice to secure
information from tlie national ATOS secretary, but,

as Don Cooke, President of the Society explained
this month,"We weren't given the courtesy of even

a simple reply and now we are totally uninterested
in associating our club with the national group."

The Orange Organ Society is currently rebuilding a
2/10 Robert-Morton in Santa Ana High School and

Formerly handled by World Library Publications,Cincinnati, Nalle was re
turned the publishing rights when the publishing firm dropped all music except
that in their worship music catalogue. Before he started looking for another
publishing house to handle his music, Fred Bock, Tatzana,Calif. publisher, got
hold of the organist and requested to take it all into his Gentry Publications
Larsen's music is distributed through Gentry also.

"Terms were set, Fred Tulan made some slight changes to reflect my chang

another Robert-Morton in the Anaheim High School ed thinking and Gentry then started preparation for printing it in its now second
edition. Fred's work on the first and second editions was invaluable^' Nalle
Auditorium. They are also negotiating to restore
and maintain the 4/22 Wurlitzer concert pipe organ declared. The new edition is printed in yellow and blue and is much easier to
turn on the music rack. Nalle also disclosed that he has
installe d in the Fullerton High School. Presently
received mail from classical organists who use it in theii
the society holds work sessions every Monday and
1^.
programming. "Some say they play it as it is and then
Wednesday nights at Santa Ana High from 7 to 10
insert extra improvisation at time,returning for a second
o'clock; and at Anaheim High every Saturday from
time to the score as arranged. It's amazing to me that
10am to 3pm. Anyone interested in pipe organs is
this much use is made of itj' Nalle said. Another inciwelcome to visit the two projects, and to join the
Op^pber ,1980
dent involved one Father (Continued on Page 26)
Society.

EXTENSIVE COLLECTION OF 'PHOTOPLAY* FAN! OLD FILM DIRECTORY SHOWS SHRINKAGE
MAGAZINES TO BE DISPOSED OF IN SALE

In 1938 there were 117 theatre in the United States with seat

An extensive collection of "Photoplay" magazine, popular fan
ing capacity of 3,COO or over, and by 1941 that number had
journal of the twenties and thirties, will be sold within the next
shrunk to li2. This could mean that five large theatre organs
month. Some of the issues date back to the year 1918, The coll were picked up by early day organ buffs. The figures were pre
ection was established [primarily for the purpose of research and is sented in the 1945-46 Motion Picture Almanac which also show

no longer needed. Anyone interested in acquiring the collection

ed that weekly attendance during both years total 85,000,000.

is invited to send their name and address to The Console, P. O.
Box 744-C, Pasadena,Calif. 91104. It is'.the\desite^ofithe bwner

Theatres with 2,000 to 3,000 seating in 1938 numbered 374,
By 1941 that number had dropped to 319. There were 689 mo
to dispose of the collection as a single unit. Appointments to see vies houses in 1938 that seated 1,500 to 2,000, and by 1941 the
and inspect the collection will be scheduled by the owner.
count was down to 556. Houses with a seating count of between
1,000 to 1,500 numbered 1,646 in'38 and by '41 they had gone
first'^ass mailings discontinued
down to 1,312.
continued from page one
In the realm of the smaller houses the drop was more pronounc
publication has never in its entire existance produced a sizeable
ed; in '38 there were S,500 that seated between 500 to 1,000;
revenue, or profit, since it has been the aim of the publisher to
the drop by'41 was 4,6S9. In the seating capacity of 200 to
have it break even or show a small profit to take care of unex
pected costs. During the past two years advertising revenue off 500 the count in 1938 was a low 7,303. By 1941 tne trend was
set some of the inflationary cost increases, but this has been stopp .reversed and the little ones grew to 7,854 in 1941. Similar was
the 200 and less seating capacity movie cheeseboxes, with a
ed by recent price hikes in printing and photoengraving.
A plan to upgrade the publication by converting to regular type-> total of 1,912 in '38 and up to 2,109 in '41. The increase in
theatres has been spectacular in recent years, but the
setting has been abandoned, at least temporarily, due to the add smaller
start in building smaller houses over the larger ones was under
ed cost involved.
way many years ago.
Under the change in subscriptions, all issues will be sent via
second class mail and the annual subscription rate has been raised AUSTRALIAN ORGAN NEWS SAYS ^ATUGHT WILL HAVE
to $10 in the United States, and $11 for Canadian and overseas
YEAR-LONG PROMO SERIES WITH ALLEN ORGAN CO.
readers. The latter group papers must be sent enclosed in envel
Allen Organ Co.,Macungie,Pennsylvainia,completed arrange
opes to comply with postal regulations; envelopes,too,have in
ments with George Wright,widely admired theatre organist and
creased in price.
recording star for a year-long series of in-store promotions
Subscribers having first class balance due them will receive
throughout the country plus at least one new George Wright re
additional issues—their present subscriptions extended—to equal cording using Allen Organs. The arrangement results.in part,
first class funds due them. This will result in extending such sub from a limited number of highly acclaimed Wright/Allen con
scriptions from two to sixteen months, depending on the expira
certs given across the U.S. over the past year or so. The news
tion dates. Subscribers who have paid several years in advance
of the arrangements between the organist and organ firm were
will receive credit accordingly.
published in the South Australian Theatre Organ Society News.
Overseas air mail subscribers rates have been increased from

$20 to $25. This will be a temporary increase until new rates are NEW YORK CHAPTER HAS FOUR MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES
New York Theatre Organ Society(N.Y. Chapter ATOS) will
set by the U.S, Postoffice. At that time another increase appears have
four membership categories beginning with 1981. Basic
imminent.

membership in the local unit is $10; a sponsor membership costs

It was estimated that to continue first class mailing would en

Patron members will pay $50; and a Benefactor member is
tail raising the subscription rate to at least $25 annually or more, $25;
top of the list at $100. All ttie memberships are on an annual
based on the anticipated twenty cents: per ounce rate increase.

basis. The unit also has an economy plan—"Friends" of the So-

ROSA RIO ORGAN FACTOR IN HOME TOUR TICKET SALE

_cie,ty which does not carry voting and memberehip rights—at $5,

A desire to see the four organs in the home of Mr. G Mrs. Bill
Yeoman in Huntington, Conn., was a factor in selling tickets for
a tcur of historic homes, it was admitted by many who took part
in the event which was sponsored by the Huntigiiton Historical So

ciety on September 14th.

Some 200 people visited and listen

COMING SOON

ed to the three-manual Rodgers 33-E electronic organ of Rosa Ric,
The Yeoman residence sits on the former site of the Star Pin

ANEW RECORDING

Company mill dating back to 1876. In addition to hearing the
organ, "tourists" also viewed an interesting collection of memora
bilia from Rosa Rio's career as a professional organist.
^Returns From Greece*

Organist Rio returned from a tour of Greece and noted that
"too many people in Greece are buying everything in sight!" She
explained that citizens from the OPEC countries and Japan seem

MUNDELEIN 1980
featuring

to be loaded with cash and purchase everything available.
WICHITA SYNiPHONY COPIES ORGAN SERIES IDEA

Wichita's Symphony Orchestra this year has copied the Wichita
Theatre Organ series idea of having pop concerts in Century 11

using tables and chairs instead of presenting artists in the regular
theatre auditorium. The symphony group also did something un

WALTER STRONY
AT THE 4-MANUAL WURLITZER

precedented—they booked an artist who appeared with WTO last
season. Peter Nero and Billy Nalle appeared together last season
and won wide acclaim for their organ/trio bash.

The Wichita arts community, especially WTO, are smiling be
cause this double surprise constitutes the ultimate in a double
compliment to the success of the WTO series. It makes evident
the fact that at least one symphony board of directors has not beer
unaware of the American Theatre Pipe Organ! Another thing is

IN THE AUDITORIUM OF

ST. MARY OF THE LAKE SEMINARY

Mundelein, Illinois

certain—^no symphony playing popular music ever will generate
a sound as well tremulated as
as a
a proper
proper theatre
theatre organ.
organ.

STUDENTS MAKE MOVIE, ORGAN SOUND TRACK ADDED
Students of Enfield High School, Adelaide,South Australia,re
cently premiered tlieir latest motion picture production,"One of
Those Days',' which was produced under the guidance of John
Thiele. A theatre organ sound track was diibbed onto the film. It

was recorded by John blater on the former Adelaide Regent Thea
tre Wurlitzer now installed in St. Peter's College in Adleaide. In-

termission music for &e premier evening

:4c :f: :4c 3|c :4e :^:)c :4c4: 3(: :4(

Advance Orders Accepted

$7.00 includes shipping & handling
(CHECK PAYABLE TO WALTER STRONY PRODUCTIONS)

Send to:

was also played by Slatej on the Elka or-

gan in the Enfield High ^chool Auditor-

ium. Other films by the students that werw

shown the same eveing featured short sub-

jects and musical items. —S,A,TOSA NEWS^Octobe^^^S^^^

5138 E. Monte Vista Road

Phoenix, Arizona 85008

able. In association with a young solicitor, Alfred
Hawkins, he built the Picture House in Brierley Hill
in Staffordshire. Also financing were two Mindlesohn

brothers who already had built up a flourishing groc
ery store chain in the midlands.
The Picture House opened in October 1928 and was

described as having Assyrian decor. Oscar was convinc
ed the future lay in sound films and that silents were
holding the business back. Deutsch, horrified at the
way American firms like RCA and Western Electric
virtually monopolised the British market, despatched
Swingler, his technical head, to Germany to look ov
er the Siemens system. Sidney returned and said,"we
British can do it better'l So they approached BritishThomson-Houston as Oscar and Sidney both had defin
ite ideas relating to quality and performance. Oscar
had already started a firm to manufacture equipment
for all cinemas, not just his own. He and Swingler
persuaded B-T-H, as we call them, to develope and
perfect a sound system in their extensive laboratories.
Cinema Services Ltd, the firm which Oscar owned
along with his string of cinemas, bought in bulk light
bulbs,to projectors and screens. In 1930, together
with the Mindlesohn brothers Oscar embarked on build

ing a cinema in the Birmingham suburb of Perry Barr.
Great care had been taken in designing it as well as
equipping it. It wasn't flung up like so many were at
that booming time to make a quick profit. But what
should they call it? A name was wanted that was diff
erent and unique. Mel Mindlesohn said he had just
come back from his holiday in Greece and had visited
one of the ancient amphitheatres called Odeions and
thought it had the basis of a great name,particularly
in view of the fact that "OD' even had his initials in

the word.

Oscar's young and clever wife,the former Lily Tanchan and the omeis thought it should be "Anglicised"
and Lily, whom Oscar had married in 1917, says that '
she Supplied the "on" part, as her young husband was
very much "on" to the booming film business. So,
Odeon it became.

Almost everyone was attracted to the new Odeon at
Perry Barr. The sound was great and the staff kitted
out in turbans, veils, etc., in keeping with the Moor
ish decor made it the place to go. One important ev
ent occurred here at Perry Barr. Oscar v/anted a sign
'Odeon' and.caUed in one of the famous Pearce fam

ily. Their sign firm started in 1791 and is still going
strong as ever today. At the meeting John Pearce
sketched his ideas for a name logo style based on the

STs

typeface 'Boston Bold', so Brian H. Pearce,the present
Managing Director of Pearce Signs told me. Subse

quently the sketch was developed in their London de
sign office at New Cross in 1930. They have built
virtually all the thousands of signs ever since. As you
see the famous name and indeed trademark cleverly
is designed in normal type,an expanded style and ev

Without question, the cinema name which is uppermost in the minds of
British filmgoers is ODEON. The two biggest cinema circuits for some
years now are ABC and Rank. Both have dominated filmgoing for virtually en in condensed style giving architects,publicity and
ad designers plenty of scope!
forty amazing years. The building boom period of theatres and film busi
Meanwhile in Alfreton in the county of Derbyshire
ness in the United Kingdom stretched from 1928 until the second world war
Oscar opened a 1500 seater cinema called the Royal.
abruptly stopped all construction.
He
was now making quite an impression in the mid
Unlike the United States, the coming of sound in Great Britain saw the
lands of England and had gained attention for leading
real Golden era, the majority of our theatre organs were yet to be built
a battle with other exhibitors to be allowed to open
when sound came in. Into fliis Golden era came one name that became
his cinemas on Sundays. A hard fought one that he
an outstanding force.
eventually
won.
Oscar Deutsch was born in 1893 in our great midland city of Birmingham.
Fired with zeal and imagination and urged on, he
His parents were Jewish immigrants from Central Europe. His father had
decided that he wanted to create a circuit of striking
prospered as a leading scr^ merchant—^Deutsch & Brenner. Young Oscar really modem cinemas, not just in the midlands but
was educated at the King Edward Grammar School for Boys. Early on he
everywhere. They would be a complete break from
developed a liking for visiting the"flicks'I He became fascinated by the
the majority of cinemas being erected in great num
film industry, as were two schoolboy chums, Michael Balcon and Victor
bers.
Saville. Both were to become famous producers in later years.
These were still very much influenced architecturally
Oscar joined his father's business but found it lacked challenge. Along
by the old-time theatres and music halls, or variety
with Balcon and Saville he founded Victory Motion Pictures,Ltd.,to distrib theatres, as they were then known. P. Morton-Shand,
ute films in the bustling industrial midlands during r920. Balcon and Sa
the arch critic of architecture in the 1920 and 1930
ville were by 1923 poised to start producing their own films. However,
period in the United Kingdom, had written a famous
young Oscar preferred the exhibition side of the business, but he provided
book called "Modern Theatres and Cinemas" In it
the financial backing for his two friends.
he described M-G-M's world famous Empire Leicester
He quickly purchased the Glebe and Crown cinemas in Coventry. Anoth
Square Theatre with its design by Thomas Lamb as a
er young man, the son of the previous owner, Sidney Swingler, and clever "Hollywood Gin Palace'i He strongly criticised most
on the technical side, helped solve a problem for Oscar and the two be
cinemas as lacking in design and being merely concame great and lasting friends.
tent to ape the past. He criticised strongly British
Swingler was entrusted with acting as liaison between archi-^M^j^^a^
cinema chains for lacking the courage to
tects and firms in the gigantic construction of the fast expand-l
build honest designs that reflect the real

ing circuit; it was the fastest chain growth that Europe has ev-I^U^^^^^ vpP|9l world and more fitting the exciting world of

Soon Oscar was itching to build his very own first cinema
rather than taking over a motley collection of theatres despite

the fact that he had the knack of making them highly profit-

the cinema.

Morton-Shand endorsed the

German, Dutch and Scandinavian cinemas

mfimminii,,,,,"L980

which, lacking the money and audiences of
( continued —)
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the British cinemas still were mostly better than ours. The New

Victoria Cinema in London, he said, was a hopeful sign for the
future. It did turn out to be so. Opening in 1930, it spear

headed overnight the design of cinemas, doing av/ay with the
overhang of the 1920 houses with their Palace-like trappings.
In the United Kingdom we were terribly lucky to have mass
es of the 'real thing' with such a vast amount of stately homes,
royal palaces, a large number of the world's greatest mediaev
al cathedrals and a country that boasted the inest array of Par
ish churches in the world. Copying these buildings annoyed
the architectural world and seemed quite pointless in 1930.
In the USA, of course, it was found that these sort of inter

iors—^the imaginative duplications of great palaces, etc.
were supplying a need for the public, but clearly that wasn't
the case here in the U. K. Great mansions filled with genuine
art treasures, paintings by the masters made it seem so futile to
Deutsch and others to try and copy in a theatre.
By 1933 he embarked upon the Odeon cinema at Weymouth
in Dorset. It had painted walls of local scenery which is beauti
ful. It was a skillful conversion of a former bus garage, but it
worked. It had the "Halo" sign, as it's known in showbiz here,
the ODEON name logo, 541 seats only and NO organ. Oscar
clearly felt that others might afford pipe organs and variety
'turns' as they were called then, but he thought it reeked of
the past. July 3rd saw the Southwest London suburb of King-

FIRST ODEON—This was the only one of Oscar Deutsch's
early group of cinemas to open with the name Odeon. The
theatre was designed by Stanley Griffiths and Horace Brad
ley and the Moorish styled house opened August 4, 1930.
It seated 1,638 and was not organ equipped. The location
was in Perry Barr, a suburb of Birmingham. In 1969 Rank
closed the house and converted it to a Top Rank Bing Club.
The facade has been completely rebuilt. Two photos,left
and above show interior and exterior views of the cinema.

—John Maltby Ltd. Photo
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ston-on-Thames and the next Odeon. Here he had competition frqm
the Reed's circuit 2,SCO-seat Regal. It had an excellent 3/12 Wur-

THE CASCADE—This was the first pipe organ for an
Odeon and it went into the Kingston-on-Thames cine
ma. The keydesk model was called Cascade. The organ

litzer. Reg. Foort played here as did Torch later on. ©scar had an
orchestra here at first. His new Odeon was even more modern than

the Regal—almost bleak. After the big build up surrounding Reg.
Foort and what organ, Oscar was advised that organs were all the
rage and actually brought in business.
Leslie Spurling,sales director of Comptons—already the largest

had seven ranks—Tuba,Oboe,Vox,Flute,Diapason,Cello
and Tibia. It is now in the private studio of Arthur Russell

in Malvern,Worcestershire.

theatre organ builder in Europe met Deutsch, who said to the sales
director; "If you can really convince me that organs are essential,
I'll order one for every cinema." Anyhow, five months after open

era into atmospheric cinemas such as their big Ritz Edgeware
in London. Their 'Norman-Castle phase' was giving way to
modernism,too. W.R. Glen was their chief architect. He v !,
favoured stepped ceilings, wrought iron type organ grilles,

ing his latest house, Deutsch purchased his first organ. Being very
patriotic always, in all equipment, he went to Comptons and they
built him a 3/7. The console, like every original-built Odeon cin
ema, was of tlie variety we call "front jelly surround"—an illum
inated glass shell under which were colored lights. The style of the
keydesk was called the Cascade, fabircated by F. H, Pride,famous
British lighting engineers. Deutsch, like most circuits, was heavily
involved with rride. The firm made their light fittings,etc.
To play the opening on this organ no less a celebrity than die fa
mous organ builder Jimmy Taylor, forever to be linked with John
Compton. A simply charming creator, designer of organs, and wor
shipped by all ana sundry, Taylor was a brill iant player—-a rarity
in organ builders. To me he was a kindly uncle-like figure who
showed a schoolboy Ian Dalgliesh round his factory on several occa
sions and took as much trouble and care with me as though I was a
visiting Bishop or circuit head about to sign a contract worth 50,000

lashings of chrome steel and wickerwcrk chairs in the tea

room. All important here in the U. K., a top house must
have a tea room.

After seven more organless cinemas, on March 23, 1934 die
Odeon Worthington in Sussex, a prosperous seaside resort on
the south coast of Englan(^was opened. It was the first of the
big seaside jobs. Henry Wingfield presided at the 3/6 and
Solo Cello Compton. Chambers were on the left side of the
cinema. This time a most original console surround was de

signed by Pride. Whinney,Son & Austen Hall,the architects,
came up with an illuminated proscenium arch to match the
the keydesk.

Exteriors were very important to Deutsch—-they attracted
attention. Deutsch was really the first cinema giant to firmly
believe in a marketing approach. He
wanted cinemas that the public would
identify immediately as an "Odoen'L

pounds!

Following "J.I. T," was Henry vVingfield. He had a name as a
clever showman-type organist and somewhat of a comedian, from

but each had to be different. Not an

what other organists tell me.

The ABC circuit, governed firmly by that dour Scot, John Max
well, were building like made mostly in the 2,0C0-seat range and
including organs which were designed by Taylor, all with glass con-

—Mike Candy Photo

soles to their own style. ABC were passing out of their '"^PaTace"

To help here he need a circuit ar■

October
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chitect. He had employed good de(——continued—)

TOWER .IMPORTANT—Oscar Deutsch wanted each of his Odeons to

have a tower or at least a fin. In Faversham, Kent, his cinema was
opposite the 14th century cornmarket building and other old med iaeval structures and the local council refused him permission to
erect a moderne facade. He was forced to settle for a Jacobean de
sign. His wife arranged for a suitable half timered interior. Called
the Royal today, it is a bingo parlor. The Worthington, pictured

above still survives—it is a tripled house.
HARRY WEEDON—He
was chief architect for

the Odeon circuit and

had gift of organising
tearas to design several

cinemas simultaneously.
He recieved shares of

stock in part payment
of fees. Held European

"when LILY~GILDED odeon

—John Maltby ltd. photo

continued

signer architects, but his father's factory had been rebuilt by a

any other man in the U. K. He op

ened the Kingston Odeon organ, one
of the few men who built and organ
then played its debut. He died in
1957, exactly one year after John

young -architect that he remembered from his school,
.
, Harry
, Weed- Compton.
on. Weedon persuaded Deutsch that he could design a modern cin- age area in Northwest London.
on.
ema. Eventually,history records,Weedon incredibly was responsi"Well," said Doug Badham, an ex
ble for 250 Odeon cinemas.
pert and owner of thousands of U, K,
Deutsch wasn't yet in London. But he joined a consortium who
cinema organ discs, "I realised that
had started a spacious new cinema in Hampsead, an ultra posh

record for having five

North London suburb. Sighted in the Belzize Park area, and called

cinemas opened in one

Haverstock Hill, he took on this cinema. T.P. Bennett was achi-

week. He died in 1970.

BUILDER/ORGANIST Jimmy Tay
lor, a partner to John Compton,
designed more theatre organs than

tect and his creation startled patrons. September 29,1934 Henry
Wingfield again rose up at the 3/6 and Solo Cello Compton,again

with a Cascade-style surround. The audience here was demanding. They wouldn't want jokes
or singing—L'a very sophisticated lotj' one organist told me.

Deutsch was proud that he had at last got into inner London, not Central London,but near.
The organ became the training ground for other Odeon organists. They had to work hard—op
en the house each day, do the link-ups (joining the end oi one film to another, musically,
which meant coming in on the right key), play solos and re
main "For the King',' cinema parlance for "God Save The
King'^ our national anthem which is played in all theatres
and cinemas.
One organist got fired one night after he had
changed into an ordinary dark suit and then played the anthem. I was told he should have stayed dressed in his black

I had a record by "Arthur Rowlands"

playing such and such a tune and it
was identical and obviously the
same organ and organist and when
Casey told me he also made records
under the name Rowlands, all the

pieces fell into place.

There was

no sound of a Melotone unit so it

(-—continued—-)

-

tails. So strict was Odeon, it was run like the Guards, anHubert Selby,' one of our famous theatre organists, related

James to'ld me'that after passing an audition with Stanton
Jefferies, chief of music, the rules were read to you. Tech-

nically perfect was Odecn's demand and as a result the

Moving further west from Haverstock^iS, the next Odeon

H|H
;i;

to open was at Wealdstone, and this cinema had the smallest flflH
J
Compton that was to be erected in any of the circuit's houses.
.aW

October 5,1934 saw Hatty wingfield yet again rise up at the ^HB (jKB ifefjil
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ly one chamber was needed here. It was a standard organ
minus the Diapson rank. This petite Odeon wouldn't seem

the kind of Odeon to sport an organ, but along the road was
the Coliseum, Harrow, with its early Kinestra,the name

opening night and for many months afterwards were 78s on

the Cinecord Records label. These were a mystery to many
collectors and it was the well-known chairman of the COS

who solved the mystery awhile back. These records didn't
identify who was playing the organ heard, but listed the
tunes and noted tiiey were played on
the Odeon organ at Haverstock Hill

Talking to Organist Terance Casey,

parlors or demolished this Odeon was tripled and reopened for film

he said how Mr. Stemberg.of the Ster-

exhibition June 6,19/4.

no Record Company asked Casey to

record an organ around the Swiss Cott-

ONE SIDED—The organ in the Odeon at Worthington, Susses, had its
chambers behind the left side grille. The cinema opened March 23,
1934 and seated 1,531 on two levels. Faring somewhat better than
many British movie houses, most of which have been turned into bingo

October,

1980

—John Maltby Ltd Photo
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NEVER SEEN—A never-before-seen photograph
of the Odeon Haverstock Hill Compton Cascade

style console. It controlled six ranks: Tuba, Mu
ted Trumpet, Diapason, Tibia, Violoncello and

Flute. It was opened by Henry Wingfield and
recorded by Terance Casey for the Cinecord
label. All records sold at Odeon cinemas were

was over the proscenium, situated between the

Pliliii J'I'ltiii < I

lighted coves (grilles are barely visible in the

ill' I'l ■ *

photo below.

it was repaired under direction of T. P. Benn

Hill Odeon was dictated by suburb's officials who

ett and Sons, Architects.

nixed anything flashy. Now in 1980 it houses a Bud-

finally became the location of a supermarket
and the balcony was walled off to make a new,

gen supermarket and trendy art cinema in the old

THE GILDER

Oscar

Deutsch and his wife,Lily
shown at the opening of
the Dudley Odeon in 1937

The house remained closed until

RESERVED—Quiet 'muted' facade for Haverstock

balcony. Called "Screen-on-the-Hiliy it is operat
ed by the daughter of an old pioneer cinema owner
of the Bloom circuit. Strange as it seems,she had
an old American-style pay box (boxoffice) built.
John Maltby Ltd. photo

The main auditorium

smaller cinema which is no longer operated by
Odeon any longer.
The architects have done
much ork for Rank (Odeon) Theatres since the
war. Their newest house for the circuit is the

St. Martins Lane Odeon in the West End.

—photos by John Maltby Ltd.
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WHEN LILY GILDEj3 ODEON

The favourite cry among
cinema men in the 1930s

was: "Has your cinema
been gilded by Lily?" It

wasn't Swiss Cottage Odeon.
^nd, besides, it was too

early; this cinema hadn't

was her active role in the
cinema circuit to select

been built.

All records ap-

colour schemes, fabrics,
furnishings and whatever
else took her fancy for

Haverstock Hill instrument.

the Odeons as they were

cuits here.

patently were made on the
It was a clever idea and did

not get copied by other cir1 wonder if it

opened by hubby Oscar,

happened in the U. S. A. ?

In such a short time the

Odeons were opening like

Odeon circuit became so

prominent with cinemas
in most towns and cities

in the United Kingdom.
Of course, this does not

Along cme 1935 and the

'R

■ yjj

mad everywhere. On May
2Sth another big seaside job

iifM

was ready. The town's first

cinema was pulled down to

imply that Lily's labours

make way for this posh mo-

were entirely responsible
for the rapid spread of the

dem cinema, the Odeon,
Weston-Super-Mare,

cinemas.

Alfred Richards, one of
Odeon's most famous organ

ists played the opening on the

& Solo Cello and a

Cascade style Compton. Again a superb exterior making
great use of "house style" cream tiles, and a tower, or at

feast a fin with piped neon leading down U> the entrance
doors. It was a hallmark—definitely a cleaver idea that
created 'night architecture' — and ij now known through
out the United Kingdom.

stamp but still varied for each of the hundreds of cinemas now open

ing at around five per week. Builders collapsed from sheer fatigue
on construction sites, workmen fainted, architects went almost ber

The new seasider had a tea room along with chrome
furniture and the 'Odeon' clocks—"Odeon Theatres'^ the

serk trying to finish designs in time. The canny Scot, John Maxwell

letters worked out nicely instead of numerals. The slo

board, but failed. Oscar had a go at take over. He joined, the board
of Jimmy Donada's bustling County Circuit. They had a strong organ
policy. And when a Compton could not be afforded, a switch was
^ made to Conacher. For the price the organs ,

gan, too,became a part of showbiz lore—"Odeon menas

Oscar Deutsch entertains our nation!" It was becoming
true.

By this time Lily Deutsch was running a part of Odeon

had attempted to take over Gauroont-British, even to joining the

^ Aufust 21, 1937, the b^g industrial town

Theatres called Decorative Crafts Ltd. It was compar

able to what Eve Leo Fox did for the cavernous Fox hous

of Boltcn was excited at the opening of the big
swank 2, S34-seat Odeon. Harry Croft rose up

es in the U. S. Not only did Lily now supervise design

of settees, chairs, carpets, rubber floor matting, she ad
vised on colour schemes. Everything had the Odeon

^ ^

amidst great applause at a really good and ex-.

(—continued—)
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SMALLEST-—Wealdstone Odeon had the smallest organ

of any of the Odeon cinemas—five ranks, but witli one
of the fancy Cascade type consoles. It was a one cham
ber job situated to the right of the console under the
stage. It was removed in 1961 to Chandos Secondary
School in nearby Stanmore and has recently been moved
again. This time it landed in the home of Organist Paul
Kiemer at Stony Stantcn in Leicestershire. He gives reg
ular concerts featuring famous organists, and has added
a third manual and one rank that was omitted when built

— the Diapason,

——Mike Candy photo
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continued

pensive one this time. A silver and chrome metal work
for a custom Pride console again controlling 3/9 plus the
by now celebrated Melotone unit, the first for any Odeon.
Chambers were under the stage. It was a splendid organ
and much admired. The opposition Lido nearby had a
Christie organ. At once the Odeon was 'the place'.
On September 4th, in inner Northwest London,in the

very posh suburb called Swiss Cottage, Harry Weedon had
come up with a beautiful cinema with tea room. It had a

stage, but the Odeons never really needed them because
the organs were the only live presentations. The stages
were always beautifully draped with house curtain,lovely

borders. 1 recall plodding around tlie place, a lovely or
gan—a 3/9 & Melotone which was opened by Alfred Rich
ards. Every organist who played it agrees it was a great
instrument.

It was featured in colour, double spread in those popu
lar Science magazines that were published in the late
thirties. At this cinema the audiences were quite differ

ent, They wouldn't put up with sdng-a-long solos. Gerald
Shaw and John Hewlett,who were both residents here,told
me many tales about the place. Lashings of classics were
served up. For this, the poshest cinema in suburban Lon

don, the Grieg "A Minor" type of interlude was perfect.
No humor, smutty or ether out-of~place business—they
were very sophisticated at Swiss Cottage.

^}.^WS
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♦Greatest Deutsch Achievement*

November 2nd of this year saw a Royal opening for Os
car and Lilyi Deutsch
it was his greatest achievement.
Oscar pulled down the old Alhambra in London's Leicest
er Square and in seven months built the now world fam

ous Odeon Leicester Square. "The Prisoner of Zenda"op-

ed the house.

All society and several "Royals" were in

attendance to gasp audibly as James Bell rose up back
wards at the only five-manual theatre organ in the U. K.
A fantastic organ, Compton had done a superb job. At

the top of its lift, the console turned around a.nd the ones
who saw it happen told me it was unforgettable. It was a
bit of brilliant showbiz.

ODEON,WEALDSTONE, near Harrow in outer West London was op
ened October 15,1934 and permanently closed March 4,1961, It
was subsequently demolished. Theatre seated 1,222 and had a cafe,
which was considered unusual for a house of this size. Wicker furni

ture, known as Lloyd Loom "Lusty" wicker sofas, were used in the
smaller Odecns; it gave the already austere-looking foyers an "Off
ice" look rather than a luxurious appearance. The auditorium was
of the stadium type. Saturday mornings were bedlam here. I recall
being a member of the Odeon Children's Club. Larger kids were ush

Bob Bullivant, of Weedon's office, told me recently that
they were so busy in the late thirties that they were sur
prised when someone mentioned that a war could start
soon. Buuivant, who designed some of the finest Odeons.
added that Odeons had been planned into 1944, and that

they were so fantastically busy they just didn't realise

what was going on around them.
The Leicester Square house, on which I wrote a lengthy

article years ago in The Console, was subjected to a 1967
Rape and Pillage and the Compton
c onsole was the only thing to sur-

ers and often bopped troublemakers on the head with their torches.

Some cinemas had an amateur organist to play for kid sine^-a-longs.

desk was designed to match side

Many of those who started this way became famous in die^. K. The

walls of the auditorium!

console of the organ in this cinema is pictured at top right,

Photos by John Maltby fid.

G ctqber^

The in-

^ terior was denuded and came out

(

continued—)
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CREAM TILE WESTON-SUPER-MARE ODEON with its

fin, or "almost tower" opened May 25, 1935 and had a
bountiful neoned facade to create 'night architecture'.
Marquee was an understatement of attractions. The foyer
was sleek moderne with potted palms and is now much
busier as a tripled cinema than when it first opened. The

organ still remains and can be heard and the restaurant,
once a British tradition in all cinemas, is also retained.
Other than the flagship house in Leicester Square, this is
is the only Odeon that still has its original installation.
Weston-Super-Mare Odeon was built on the site of the

town's original cinema, the Electric (which later becanrje
the Premier).

photos by John Mialtby Ltd.

ODEON AT SWISS COTTAGE

No cream tiles were used on the

exterior of this Odeon; the neighborhood was poshy and sedate fa
cades were dictated. Cinema opened Sept. 4,1937. Its Compton
was a 3/9 & Melotone and Grand Piano. Chambers were under the

stage. A completely rigged stage, dressing rooms and everything
needed for variety shows was installed but never used until the '60s
when London's Festival Hall was being redecorated and the London

Symphony used the theatre. Originally the house seated 2,115 and
had a restaurant. During the 1970s it was tripled and the organ tak
en out (it went out in 1964) and was broken up for parts. The late
Gerald Shaw and John Howlett broadcast from this instrument a

great many times, th^ first air show going out over BBC May 1,
■
1940. Furnishings in the cinema were sim-

I

settees.

organ console

sleek chrome

The "Odeon Ferns" also were bank-

MjI ed in the decorative display in the sleek up-

foyer, —photos b^y john MaHby,John Sharp

isi

"CLEAR FOR TAKE OFF"—This winged console was the con
trol center for nine ranks of pipes and a Melotone unit under
the stage of the Bolton Odeon. A number of concerts were

played on it during the 1950s and it was removed to Walmsley
STARK CONTRAST to old Victorian surroundings,the Odeon in
Bolton,Lancashire,opened Aug. 21,1937 in the heavy industrial
ized cotton mill tovra. It looks much the same today. Inside are
two mini studio cinemas under the balcony.

Parish church in 1964—-minus its wild glasswork! Some of the

pipework went to Ron Curtis for his studio organ in Bolton.

WHEN LILY GILDED ODEON

continued

looking terrible. About a year or two later there were a few
"cosmetic" changes made. Before the change it was all so

very elegant and terribly dirties. Fortunately for Ne York

there was a better display of common sense and Radio City
Music Hall didn't get mauled around. The pilgrims come
from all over the world to gawp at the most famous cinema in
Europe, but it's not as glamorous as it was. It's always been
kept beautifully clean, I must say.

iinK

In November, about the time you are reading this, the Od

eon celebrates its birthday, the 43rd. "The Duchess'^ 5/17
Compton, which is the last vestige of glamour left in the cin
ema, will be played daily again.
War dawned in 1939 and Oscar Deutsch's largest Odeon was

taking shape—too slowly. War would stop all building. The
chambers were made but the order came out: "Open it or it

won't be finished off!" On May 6,1939 Blackpool saw its
lovely and massive Odeon open minus an organ. Comptons
had been drafted into war work.

The cinema, with its tower

and cream tiles and all seated 3,088, almost one thousand
more than the Leicester Square flagship house.

STERILE BUT SANITARY looking is the foyer of the Bolton Odeon.
Stark and modern,this house was exotic in such a heavy industrial
ized working class town as Bolton.

August 28,1939 saw the Hendon Odeon in Northwest London
open, minus an organ, just in time for war to start.
In 1938 Deutsch had bought the Paramount circuit in the U,
K. except the Plaza and Carlton in London and the Paramount
in Paris. These houses were organ minded. And there were
big stage shows, too. They were also not making enough prof
it. Mr. Deutsch changed all that. Not long after he took ov
er stage shows stopped, leaving only organists as the live ele
ment. Profits came up, Oscar had won again.
He had plans for Odeons in Leeds, Manchester,Glasgow, Car
diff, Birmingham, the place he had started. His plans were for
suburban houses but no city centres. Now there was no need
because his acquired Paramount houses were "in town'I Now
Oscar was king.

All the Paramounts became Odeons.

Also in 1938 a flour milling multi-millionaire by the name
of J. Arthur Rank joined the Odeon board. He owned studios
in London but couldn't get his films placed on circuits, so he

bought his way in. He had recently won a long battle for con
trol of the mighty Gaumont-British whose warring directors he
won over. G-B was making losses on their film studios. Mr.

Rank solved this very easily—^he shut down the studios.

Oscar Deutsch had suffered stomach illness for years and on
December 5, 1941 he died a few days after an operation for
oancer.

''m

It was the close of a remarkable career.

Lily Deutsch sold her shares of Odeon to J. Arthur and he
was in complete control.

A brilliant accountant at Odeon,

John Davis straightened out affairs and following Lord Rank's
death a few years ago. Sir John Davis became head of the vast
Rank Organisation.

The war time government had pleaded with Rank not to
merge Odeon and Gaumont, and he agreed. But after the war

the inevitable happened. The two

■

biggest circuits merged. Not only
had Deutsch really started something
off by taking over circuits galore, he
had, in effect, created the mammoth

HARRY CROFT was first organist to play at the chromium and

flass console. The way the theatre was tripled the organ could
ave remained.

-■ - -photos by John Maltby Ltd.
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Rank Organisation,

^ (—Continued
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County Cinemas and the Singleton circuit in Scotland. Af
ter the war Lord Rank carried on buying up the Kerridge
Odeons in New Zealand, the Greater Union Cinemas in Au
stralia and the Tuschinski circuit in Holland.

To his credit, for organ buff satisfaction, he did after
the war new Odeons—two with organs. One was the beau
tiful Rivoli-Odeon in Cairo,Egypt, the only theatre organ

in that part of the world. It was a 4/10 Compton, In his

Portages Odeon circuit's showplace, the St. George,Lisbon,
a three-manual Compton Theatrone pipeless organ was in
stalled.

There was a saying in Great Britain in the thirties
"Have your cinema gilded by Lily'l It referred to Mrs.

Deutsch. During the months of 1979 at the Hayward Gall
ery in the prestigious art complex of London's South Bank,
there was staged one of its most successful exhibitions.

Simply called "The Thirties'^ it took the lid off Ae whole
decade. Amongst the many photographs were a large pro

portion devoted to the cinema and its buildings. Many of
our finest cinemas were shown. The public flocked in
vast numbers to this interesting and revealing look-see in

to the past. There was much discussion in the press and on
television about lost architectural gems. Many writers be
moaned that the many altogether stylish Odeons had been
mauled beyond belief, or bulldozed down,"an appaling
loss^' commented several.
In fact, a year or two earlier the Wolverhampton Poly
technic College had even staged a highly successful "Od
eon Exhibition'! Apart from extensive photographs of or
iginal Deutsch Odeons (as apart from many cinemas he,
and subsequently Arthur Rank took over and renamed Od
PEARCE SIGNlvlAKER rigged up a 'Bosuns eon), background music was taped of many of the organs
Hoist crane which swings out to allow the in the cinemas, and furniture and those famous clocks,
cleaning of the name Odeon on the big
smaller light fittings and signs were on view.
tower of the Blackpool cinema. Even
To their amazement this idea took off and it was toured

though the house is not situated on the
seafront road,salty spray in a gale has
been known to carry sand,small stones
and snmgies
shingles to tnat
that neigm.
height. \_rearay
Creamy
tiles were
tiles
were used
used on
on the
the facade.
facade.

WHEN
WHEN LILY
LILY GILDED
GILDED ODEON
ODEON
——continued
- continued

around. Something as distinctly British like the thirties
TYPICAL Odenn manager
cinema boom with the heavy art deco overtones and func- and page boy during the 30s

tionalism attracted so much attention and obvious admira- golden era in the Odeon cirtion. Corbusier started something. Certainly Oscar and

cuit

All snit and polish.

SRadioBradcstArchives. —^lanDlgiesh@1980

Oscar had also forecast television.
television. He

Lily Deutsch and Harry Weedon did!

many page boys went on to

^
shown the original Odeons that had organs
become managers. In the
installed. At least 240 or more didn't. But what is often
early years Oscar Deutsch
confusing for stateside fans is that a large amount of cine- used to interview many of

equipped the Odeon Leicester Square with ^nas in other circuits taken over by Deutsch and Rank,who those he hired. The Odeon

did nave
have pipe
such as
large screen TV. Audiences saw '
the Der- was
was later
later knighted,
Knigiitea,aia
pipe organs,
organs, sucn
as the
the Parararaby horse race in 1939 on a massive tele- mount
mount chain.
chain. Therefore,
Therefore, in
in aa short
short space
space of
of time
time these
these

circuit
than
circuit was
was stricter
;

most
most chains
chains in dealing with
vision screen. He realised that TV would were renamed Odeon and curiously enough the whole huge employees.

be a threat to kill the cinema. And he
was right

conglomerate,later called the Rank Organisation,ended

conglomerate,later called the Rank Organisation,ended
;
up
owning
main rival
owning more
more theatre
theatre organs
organs than
than AB^
ABC^ their
their mam
rival circuit.
circuit.

there
have
into
British
typical
cinema.
II would
like to record
Amongst the big circuits he swallowed! mySo
Sograteful
there you
you
have an
antheinsight
insight
into the
the
British
typical
cinema.
would
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FAMOUS A^HITEcTtURNED DOWN DEUTSCH OFFER
According to Walter Forrest,F. R,I. B. A,,eminent cinema
architect and nephew and inheritor of George Coles' architect
ural firm—designers of the Trocadero,State-Kilbum,Commo
dore Hammersmith, Broadway Stratford, etc.—Coles was a
brilliant creator and amazingly he planned Ae ornate old
style cinemas and yet designed some of the most modern
theatres for Oscar Deutsch. "Oscar was so terribly charming
and likeable and he asked my uncle (George Coles) to be
come chief architect for his Odeon Theatres Ltd.," Forrest
related. "Mr. Coles thought it over and declined. He did
not want all his eggs in one basket," he added.
It is also interesting to note that Architect Forrest, who has
recently retired, was intrigued that I had written a story of
the Hyams cinemas for The Console last year. He was inter

ested and wondered why anyone would consider these old cin
emas nowadays. He took me to the basement to see hund
reds of plans of cinemas—many so famous—and I couldn't

believe my e'^es.

He also disclosed that it was he and not

his Uncle George who designed for MGM the current Empire
Leicester Square cinema in London, Coles was very ill and
couldn't do it, although Coles' name is always given as the
ORGAN IN A NURSERY

In Harpole,England,a 2/7 Compton organ has been erect■

BLACKPOOL'S ODEON was organless from the day ofits opening,May

6, 1939, until sometime in 1946 when a 4/13 Conacher was yanked

r- ed at Turner's Nurseries. It came from

the Tatler cinema,Charins Cross Road,

BI

Bad a third manual added as
Pgl well as a new Christie/Leonard Ellen

out of the Ritz cinema in Southend,Susse:q and erected in understage

action system (similar to solid state
used in many U.S. organs) which is

chambers in this, the largest of all Odeons built. The Blackpool
house seated 3,088 patrons.

Qetpb.er
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successful.

CARTER IN NEW TYPE OF ORGAN VOICING SEMINAR
OVER subscribed; BIG
PERSONAL APPEARANCE
Gaylord Carter made a new kind

of public appearance this month. It
happened, reportedly, in front of a

Hollywood movie studio. Carter
is a member in very good standing
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He was scheduled to

make the personal appearance tour
for a certain number of hours and

was then relieved by another mem

fact, there were too many to handle

and Junchen was expected to pare the
class down to around 25.

Slated for October 22nd, at the

ber^

Baranger Studios in South Pasadena,

KILBURN STATE CLOSES, FATE

it was announced that those attending

OF TORCH WURLITZER ???????

Gaumont-British State Theatre,
in the Kilburn section of London,
closed its doors in September, it
has been reliably reported. The
size of the theatre apparently was
a factor in the shuttering. No in
dication has been made regarding

the seminar could bring up personal
ized questions regarding voicing, and,
if anyone in the group nad a recalci
trant pipe they were invited to bring
it along. The one reservation in this
regard was that thirty-two foot pipes
could not be diagnosed due to space
limitations.

♦Famous Sign Up For Class^
Among the famous Angelenos (one
Sidney Torch, famed British organ is from Beverly Hills, really) register
ing for the seminar were George
ist.
It was last heard in concert
Wright, Gordon Kibbee and Marian
for the ATOS Convention that was
Cook. Wright, of course, is busy at
held in London last July.
home putting together his Wurlitzer.
CANADIAN ORGANIST RETURNS
Gordon Kibbee, in addition to teach
FROM OVERSEAS CONCERT TOUR ing music in Los Angeles public schools,
Frank Olsen, Canadian or^nist, has a Wurlitzer stored and is frequently
recently returned from Great Britain busy with theatre-type pipe organs.
and Skandinavian areas where he
As for Marian Cook, she is deeply in
played concerts. The highlight of to theatre organs, having an interest
his tour was a program he played at in several of her own that are in storzer.

''y**X,y>Afu/yttA
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fascinating part of the tiheatre organ

hobby ^at least in the Los Angeles
area. It was reported October 14th

the fate of the four-manual Wurlit-

, .
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IN GROUP EVENT

Organ technology apparently is a

in the Musician's Union and he had that 35 members of Los Angeles Thea
to stand and march in a picket line tre Organ Society had signed up for
that was posted to advertise the fact the seminar to be conducted by Orgthat the union was on strike against anman David Junchen on voicing. In

the studio.
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The organ was designed by

the Odeon Leicester Square cinemaj

eventually to make pub-

in London on Sept. 6th. He alsorei^S

a Vecording firm,

corded a new record at Louth, in

START OF A FAMOUS OHIO NAME—Roger Garrett

won fame as organist at Loew's Ohio Theatre in Col

umbus during the golden era of the theatre pipe organ.

Prior to that he apparently was playing in other parts
of the state.

The above letter was written either in

1927 or 1928, and it may be assumed that '27 was
actually correct because research of film release
dates lists Mary Pickford's "My Best Girl" as having

been available November 13, 1927, the month the
theatre opened that Garrett refers to in his letter re
produced above. The letter was found in items sent
to The Console and gives a brief nostalgic excursion
into theatre organ history.

EMBASSY RE-OPENS, NOLAN PLAYS
Given a primping and powerful powdering, Fort Wayn
e's 52-year-old Embassy Theatre regained much of its
early day grandeur and had a grand re-opening October
3rd. All summer long there was intensive activity in

the venerable old palace.

The program included ribbon cutting by the mayor, an
antique auto exhibit, arranged through the town's Histor
ical Car Club, on stage magic by Dick Stoner, the Fort
Wayne Ballet Company, and Buddy Nolan, advertised as
" Mr, Embassy" at the Grand Page Theatre Organ. There
was also a pit orchestra. Old Hall Preservation Philhar
monic Theatre Orchestra, under the direction of Ronald
Ondrejka, who is the music director of the Fort Wayne

Philharmonic.

extremely interested in pipe org
England, on a Compton installed in and
an-equipped pizza parlours.
the town hall.
Olsen was also made Hon. Presid

ent of the new Theatre Organ So

ciety at Ayr, Scotland. He played
the opening concert on an electron
ic organ which would not perform
after the first half, "Fortunately
there was an old pipe concert organ
in the town hall and so 1 played the
second half of the show on it (it was
a 3/30 Lewis), and the chapter be
came very interested in restoring it
after they heard it played.

AMERICAN ORGANIST COVER
EXPLAINS CANADIAN STAMP

A recent issue by the Canadian Post-

office of an organist seated at an org
an console was puzzling when it was
noted on an envelope received from a
Canadian subscriber.

This month an

explanation was fully realized when
the October, 1980 issue of the Ameri
can Organist was distributed—the cov
er had a large color reproduction of
the stamp.
The artist is continuing his concen:
The issued stamp honored Healy

schedule with shows at Casa Loma

Williams, composer of 787 catalogued
in November, the North Tonawanda works—more than 125 for the organ—
who was happiest in the organ and
the Capn's Galley in Redwood City, choir loft of his church. His music
Calif, next February. He also will was well crafted, melodically orient
return to England next year for en- ed and eminently useable music for
gagements throughout tne country.
the church and for recitals, it was

Riviera Theatre in December, and

CARTER TO PLAY BIG CLASSIC
ORGAN AT UNIVERSITY

noted in the American Organist.

WALL STREET JOURNAL REPORTS

Gaylord Carter is off and making ON OHIO THEATRE MOVIE SHOWS
musical rounds again. On October
Business minded Wall Street Journal
18th he played a program at Emery ran aa article about the summer series
Theatre in Cincinnati and on Nov.
of old film classics, noting that the
8th he will be in Chicago to present shows pulled 114,000 customers and
a concert on the 4/125 Aeolian/netted more than $62,000 for the

♦Organ Series Here*
Skinner organ in Rockefeller Chape Columbus Association for the Perform
The Embassy will present a theatre organ concert ser
ies with Charlie Balough playing the opening program or at the University of Chicago.
ing Arts at their beautiful Ohio Thea-

On October 27th he accompanied trc
Sunday, Nov. 16 at 2pm. Barbara Sellers, popular Chi
Fairbanks' silent film
The writer noted also that several
cago organist, will appear in concert Saturday, Jan. 31st Douglas
Time will be 8pm. Gaylord Carter brings a silent film "Den Q, Sen of Zcrro" at the Great people whom he interviewed said they
American Wind Machine in Reseda, enjoyed the elaborate decor of the big
to the Embassy on Saturday, February 21st (8pm). The
movie palace because it added to the
photoplay is "Mark of Zorro'I Hector Olivera tucks in the Calif,

series with his finale on Saturday,March 7th at 8pm.

General admission price is $2, reserved seating is $5 for

LATOS PAY AND PLAY plan is now
effective at San Gabriel Civic Audi

each of the events.

torium. Contact Manager

Saturday, December 13th at 8pm. This is an all seats

reserving practice time at
the console. Cost is $5 per

sense of fantasy.
The article also noted that Buddy
" Rodgers, star of "Wlngs'J al

so played the theatre's

Buddy Nolan will present a special Christmas Concert Bill Shaw, 284-3277, for

reservea production. The ducats will be $5 each.

A film club series for $10 will admit card holder to all hour and all money goes
classic showings plus a silent film to be accompanied or to the organ fund.

the 4/15 Page organ.

Robert-Morton pipe organ

during the appearance he

Octobe|r

1980

made at the theatre when
the famous air classic was

being screened.
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The fame of the "Wurlitzer Organ
as a musical attraction in the leading

.

motion picture theaters of America
has spread to the far corners .of the

civilized world. As a result the mighty

Wurlitzer has been installed in many
progressive theatersin foreign countries.
Here are a few of the recent important

^OU.

installations, both local and foreign.
A N A D/

RECENT V^i5Izei^
ORGAN installations
ENGLAND
BIRMINGHAM
West End

MADRID
Cinema—Real—Gran

LONDON

Emptesa—Sagotta

Plaza—New Gallcriea
Tottenham

Finsbury Park

PIANOS
The World's Finest

SCOTLAND
GLASGOW

LEICESTER

Glasgow

Leicester

EDINBURGH

SUNDERLAND
New Theater
WALSALL

Edinburgh

Picoite House

BELGIUM
BRUSSELS
Cinema de la Monnaie

HOLLA'ND

The true superiority of Wurlitzer

AMSTERDAM

Pianos is immediately recognized
by their sweetness, brilliance and

Tuchinski's Bioscope

volume of tone.

SWEDEN
GOTHENBURG
The Cosmorama

And, their

beauty is not sacrificed to achieve
this tonal distinction, for every

tive,and Period Models, accentu
ates the luxury of surrounding
furnishings by their graceful
lines,lustrous finishes and subtle

Papineau
Midway
Imperial

BROOKLYN
Albee

TORONTO

HOLLYWOOD

Hippodrome

Egyptian

AUSTRALIA

colorings.'Write today for catalog

Chicago—Uptown

MONTREAL

CANADA

Grand, Reproducing, Interpre

NEW YORK
Rialto—Rivoli
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
Granada
LOS ANGELES
Grauman'e
CINCINNATI

STOCKHOLM
Scandia

"Wurlitzer Piano—Upright,Player

UNITED STATES

Capitol

WASHINGTON,D. C.
Tivoli

BRISBANE
Wintergarden
PHILADELPHIA

MELBOURNE

Baptist Temple

Hoyc—Phillips

NEWARK

SYDNEY
Prince Edward
Central—Holtz

ARGENTINE

Wurit[zer

CHURCHES

CHATSWOOD
Acradla

Temple B'nal Abraham
ST. LOUIS
Holy Name Church
CINCINNATI

Mr. Auburn Preabytir.

BUENOS AIRES

EAST BOSTON

Cairo

Star of Sea Rectory

Many Others

PIANOS'ORGANS » HARPS • MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
CINCINNATI

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

IZi E. Founh St.

120 W.42nd St.

329S.Wabash

SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES

134 Golden Gate Ave. 814-18 S. Broadway

And All Principal Cities from Coast to Coast

THIS HANDSOME,INFORMATIVE WURLITZER advertisemetit appeared in an August, 1926 issue
of the Exhibitors Herald and provides a wealth of information about the world wide location of
Wurlitzer theatre pipe organ, plus several church installations. It also identifies the theatres in
Madrid,Spain where Wurlitzers were erected. The most recent information about Madrid indi
cated there was but a single Wurlitzer erected. According to the above ad, there were five!
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ONE GOING IN—INSTEAD OF ANOTHER

ONE GOING OUTl

PORTTLANDjOREGON—Here's a

switch: an organ going in a theatre ,instead of another coming
out. And it's taking place at the Roseway Theatre, pictured

above, where Terry Robson is installing a 3/12 Robert-Morton
theatre pipe organ. This instrument is said to be the last one
of the Robert-Morton organs built by the Van Nuys,California

""

firm before liquidation.

for Idle instrument is in playing condition. The 'new' organ

The Rc:eway was built in 1925, and the original organ was
in the theatre until 1953, when it was removed during the
time a Cinemascope screen was being installed.

silent pictures with their present policy of exhibiting "oldies

Robson moved the Morton console in on October 4th. Pipe
work will be installed as time permits, so it will be a while be-

will permit the Roseqay management to eventually include
but goodies"

Although Terry is a member of the local ATOS chapter, he
is installing the Robert-Morton strictly as a private undertaking.
He owns the organ and has worked out his own ar-

rangements for erecting the organ in the Roseqay
with the owners and operators of the house, David
Jones and David Evans.

Photos and information by
•

Claude V. Neuffer
LA TOS CHRISTMAS DOINGS SET FOR DEC, 14

_
CHRISTMAS IS FOR REMEMBERING -

Los Angeles Theatre Organ Society will hold its
annual meeting and Christmas Party December
14th at the West Culver Baptist Church, on West

FH IS
WHY NOT REMEMBER YOUR FRIENDS WITH THIS

Washington Blvd.,approximately two blocks west
of the San Diego Freeway.

Election of officers

and installation, plus Dennis Durr at the console
PERFECT CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEA , . .

of the 3/12 Wurlitzer, and a pot luck dinner with
the club furnishing meat, rolls and butter. All

^Ssif

members attending have been asked to bring cer-

dreamv
ATOS-OVC presents the! dreamy
.
and relaxing sounds of LEE
'heatre's
ERWIN at the Emery Theatre's
mighty WurliTzer Pipei Organ.
-lorial 1
(This is a collector's special.)
''

TO

ORDER: Send

check
heck

or

dishes5 single members, who do not cook,

will ante $2 to the dinner fund for their share of
the meal.

The business meeting shows promise at this early

of being an interesting affair in light of the
continued animosity shovm Los Angeles by the

national ATOS president. He has written to in-

coming Chairman Gene Davis that Davis appears

95 plus
money order for $7.95
hinoine
$1.00 handling & shipping.
jiippi
g.
5^ sales
(Ohio residents add 364
tax per album.)

to be following the same line of action as the
present
chairman.
The
ATOS leader
indicated
expected
no better
relations
between
national
and Los Angeles because of it.

SEND ORDER TO:

Although it has been placed on a back burner
of low action, apparently there is something brew
ing at Pacific Theatres over the former Wiltem
Kimball 4/37 theatre organ. LATOS Board of
Directors at their meeting of October voted to

ATOS-OVC Emery Theatre-T
1112 Walnut Street

Cincinnati, Ohio 45210

KIMBALL KORNER KOOKING

make Cliff Schwander the official liaison between
the theatre chain and the club. It was disclosed

that talks have been held but nothing official is

This album was inspired by

"MOON RIVER" radio program

home of music-

al stage presentations.

CRMS EIiL30TT
Carter Student To Continue

Silent Photoplay Artistry
In the field of theatre organ music the
most prominent form today IS the concert

ATRE ORGAN

primarily for one purpose, as all organ

buffs know

ent into classical pipe organ studies

RrPAyr A THTATPr ORHAM

presentation. The instrument got its start

LN 1 riUo I Ao I

with a local church organist in Santa

Ap^rp
Ar
I LK

Ana, his home town. It is interesting

AJ r ALBUM
Ai Di il\/l
HEAR I NG A-^ NALLE
ALLL
ALdUM

the accompaniment of silent

films.

to
noteand
he plays
still keeps
up classical
work
regularly
in churches.
It was during his eleventh year that

It is almost possible today to count on

the fingers of both hands the expert organ- \

.\

\—^

.1

ists who still devote time and energy—

and the requirement for both is heavy

- jSj the theatre organ bug nipped him. He
' ""n took Nalle home and after hearing the

^

to scoring and cueing silent films for pre-

recording he began to get interested
in the sounds of the theatre organ.
"Soon I was listening to records of
Ly n Larsen and George Wright," he
recalled, "and then, shortly after, I

- -——■

11^^.

•

sentation in public.
The art of silent film accompaniment

requires not only the ability to properly

. I

I^B , saw Gaylord Carter in one of his pop-

register an organ to create the type of mu

-L
■

sical mood that best allys itself with the

particular scene or action, but it demands
the organist be able to select the proper

music to fit the immediate portrayal being

,

projected on the screen. Classical train-

tfBk

-

^

Still studies with him.

' ^

ing is a must for any good silent film play-

Along about this time he also had

the pleasure of playing the huge con-

er using a piano or an organ. The ability

to bring out moods is usually through the

t

heavy drama motion pictures; comedy ac- G' ^
companiment relies more on the lighter
fJ- ,
type of music found in music that was usi
ed during the era of the silent film which

cert Moller in Los Angeles Shrine Au-

:>

use of classical selections, especially in

,

ditorium. Although &e organ is in
what is considered the largest theatre
in the U. S., the idea of theatre organ

H

.

«.

V
t

, k

included ragtime and pop tunes of the

>'

: I ^^^BB playing didn't register. "But 1 still

listened to theatre organ records^' he

'

' ' ' '

. .

day.
But there still remains another facet to

silent film playing that equals the need to
be able to perform
it.

|HI

The successful silent film organist

-

constantly accepts a challenge every time

-

.

i

. 'fj'a

he or she takes on the chore of cueing and,
if there is no score, scoring each film. It

pictures"
A final test of any good silent film artist is the ability to put the patron into the
screen action without the patron being

• '

can do this... if you are not aware I am here at the console, then

I am doing my job right^' Gaylord Carter, one of the leading sil
ent film accompanists, has explained to his audiences numerous
times.

Understanding the rigors of riding the console bench through a

photoplay, comedy,newsreel and possibly other short subjects did
not daunt a newcomer organist who has just recently made his de
but before an audience in a theatre. The fact that he is still a

young teenager is somewhat surprising, but should elate those or
gan fans who enjoy attending silent film presentations. And to

fans who enjoy attend

ing silent film presentations played with full and complete ac
companiment. That is robust,rousing music in heavy action, hum

orous, light music for comedy segments, and the sobbing (some
say "slobbering") music for sad scenes. Sixteen-year-old Chris
Elliott is the one who now does this.

Chris has stated that he did not become a theatre organ enthus

iast until he checked out a Billy Nalle record album from his local

itzer through its paces.

ETBHIjF

He started his musical training, which was classical
At age 12 he

October

top theatre/concert artists. During

the summer of 1978 Chris was under
the tutelage of Del. He also entered

the Los Angeles Professional Organists
Club competition that year and won
second place.

several years previous.

The next year, 1979 brought many changes. He was going

to be able to study with Gaylord Carter the art of silent film
accompaniment. He had decided that if he was going to play

theatre organ, he would also play silent films as well.

Tying

in with his theatre organ studies, he met Bob Trousdale who

lives in Santa Ana and has a large three-manual theatre organ

in his studio home. Bob agreed to let Chris proactice, and he
also has motion picture projection equipment so &at toe young
artist can rehearse silent moves.

In '79 Chris returned to study further with Del Castillo. He

again entered the professional organist competition and came

out one of the winners on toe classical side. During this year
he also participated in two noon organ recitals at the Garden

Grove Community Church, playing the 5/116 Ruffatti installed
there.

In December, 1979 he played his first silent film

vB

piano, at a very early age. Both of his parents are mu-

sicians. His father teaches college music theory and

Study theatre organ styling with Lloyd
G. Del Castillo, one of the nation's

With Del he had acquired the thrilling experience of theatre
organ. And somewhere along the way he also acquired the de
sire to play silent films, which he had witnessed Carter doing

library and took it home to listen to Nalle put a Wurl-"'r|—

harmony; his mother teaches piano.

^B^^B listened to him and recommended he

ictt—he's 16—stands
16—stands
Young Chris E
Elliott—he's
STAR
door September
September 13th,
13th,
in front of dressing room
rooi door
blic debut in San Die
Diethe night he made his fpublic
Theatre. He defin
definCalif.,at
go,Calif.,
at the California
Califc nia Theatre.
and fully
fully able
able to
to take
take
itely proved he is ready
read'^ and
playing.
me art of silent film
up the
film playing.

aware there is musical background. "If I

qualify that statement, it must be added

auditorium. Shortly after that he met

^B^H Dean McNichols, organist at Haven of
^^^BB organ there. It is a Wurlitzer. Dean

important to coordinate musical segments,
and proper sound effects to each scene. A
remains the total reason for "playing the

by Lyn Larsen at San Gabriel Civic

Rest radio broadcasting studio, and he
was given the opportunity to play the

isn't an easy task since rehearsals are allwell-rehearsed presentation produces the

The theatre organ bug soon brought

j'?' i^^EB the affliction out in the open. Chris
first heard a real theatre pipe organ
^^^HB in 1976 when he attended a concert

the enthusiasm to do ^

ultimate pleasure for the patron. And that

uiar 'Flicker Finger' presentations."
At age 13 he changed teachers, going to Dr. Ronald Huntington, who
teaches at Chapman College. Chris

1A§P
L98Q

for an audience composed of his peers——he played the
show for the Orange County Chapter of toe American
Guild of Organists, at the Trousdale residence studio.

Since then toe young artist has started (ccntinued)

:ontmued

CHRIS ELLIOTT

molding his silent film career. During this present year he has

played a private show at the Trousdale Studio; in March he was

IHk

featured in a mini-concert for the Los Angeles Theatre Organ

i l^H

Society at their business meeting held in me Bell Friends Church i

on the Wurlitzer installed ther; in May he returned to the same

: iHt . j

church to play a silent movie for members of Valley of the Sun
Chapter ATOS during their tour of theatre organs in Southern
California; and last June he accompanied Harold Lloyd's "The
Kid Brother" This showing was done at the Simonton Bijou
Theatre in North Hollywoocl for Author Tom Dardis, who recently published a large volume on the life of Buster Keaton and is
now working on another book about Harold Lloyd. Dardis flew
to Los Angeles to see the film. Elliott, who had never played
the Simonton Wurlitzer, or viewed the Lloyd film, went to his
teacher, who is an expert, of course, on accompanying films of

„ .
i
i
i
s
,

this great comedian, gave the young organist pointers and the
show went off without a hitch.

H ' ^'4

It was bound to finish up like

'

'

that since Elliott is a rriost perceptive student and Carter an excellent instructor.

Curiously, there was a recurring thought about why Elliott had .

j

not taken silent film instruction from Del Castillo. When asked

iHB ■

about this he replied,"Del explained that he did not have projection equipment, nor silent film subjects to use for instructing

.

and therefore could not do a

RELAXING—Following lengthy
run-through of his evening show,

own theatre orgauschocl in the
|

Chris Elliott relaxes in his "Star"

east during the silent film era. f

dressing room at the California
Theatre in San Diego.

"Caylord, on the other hand,is
fully prepared to teach this art

form since he has a sizeable

^

film library and projection

AOAI CANCELS PHOENIX MEET

H^Er

eqiiipment," Elliott added.

while Elliott has said he does

Amateur Organists Association
International has cancelled its an

^S|

nounced winter show the Phoenix

want to be known as a Carthere
no

he has been
master

Extravaganza, which was scheduled
for February, 1981. Negotitations

by

could not be finalized with the ho

ac-

to
-

pected new details will be avail

*..

able to be reported during Novem

manner established by his
mentor. It is also true that as

time goes on,Chris will devel-

- C. i

ope his own style, and may ev-

en improve on Carter's highly '
entertaining technique. In fact,
Elliott already seems to play at
at Carter's established level.

f

this seemed apparent one ev-

'

ening at Trousdale's. Arriving

too late to be admitted because

the screen had to be mounted

m the doorway, it was necessary to stand outside during the

Aj l—J

. •

tIJ:

t a* dtjl
.- \-t-.

'

^

^

; w' "

■' ' >

'

ber^
ATLANTA FOX MEDALLIONS"

'W

Medallions commemorating the
50th Anniversary of the Atlanta Fox

/ 4 ■.-T>

Theatre, designed by Atlanta sculp

'

. .

^
'
~
^ . ir^
IDENTIFIED—San
IDENTIFIED——San Diego
Diego Chapter
Chapter ATOS
ATOS men
members rigged up
"CHRIS" in
in glitter
glitter coated
coated letters
letters and
and hung
hung it
it against a black
"CHRIS"
velour ^
drop on stage at ^^e
the California
California Theatr.
Theatre die night of
^

A new location search is un

derway, it is repotted in 'Hurdy
Gurdy, Sept/Oct issue and it is ex

■■1

his disadvantage to be able to
produce a musical background
to silent photoplays in the

tel,

HE

.

screening of a comedy film. If .. his
his public
public debut.
debut.

tor Julian Harris, which includes
4/42 Moller organ, are available
from Atlanta Landmarks,Inc., 660
Peachtree Street, Atlanta, Ga.
30365. The cost for single meallions is $40 each, plus $2. 50 for
sales tax, postage and handling.

&

it had not been known that Elliott was at the console, there would not have
been the slightest doubt that it was Gaylord instead. The second comparison
was Chris' professional debut at the California Theatre, San Diego. His short

WILLIAM BARNES, ORGAN DESIGNER,DEAD AT 87

concert, and then cueing and accompanying the silent films selected for the

al. In addition to his organ work he was a philanthro
pist, recital organist, a banker and printing company

evening could not have oeen more in the Carter style if Gaylord had been
seated at the console himself.

At his show Chris displayed the aplomb of a well-established veteran. He

lacked only one Carter ingredient

the effusive conviviality of his teacher.

But that, too, is really not a point to consider since he will develope his own
rapport with his audiences of the future. And there will definitely be a fu
ture for this young artist.
Silent film accompaniment offers him an excell
ent avocation that is associated with his chosen life work in music.

In the evening at San Diego he established what promises to become his
second career. Not only will it afford him much pleasure (and work, too), it
will help perpetuate the art of silent film presentation. And with the num
ber of theatres that are becoming performing art centers, the installation of
theatre organs in community centers and auditoriums, he can take his art to
many parts of the United States, and, for that matter, to foreign lands such
as England, Australia and New Zealand.
Theatre organ must have renewed vigor if it is to continue to be a recog
nized musical art form. Chris Elliott and other young organists are the ones
who are supplying the renewed vigor.
With Chris it is a matter of enjoying to the fullest being able to seat him
self at an organ console, create the musical setting for silver screen action
to bring to his audience the greatest entertainment experience

William Harrison Barnes, noted organ designer and

builder, died Saturday, Oct. 11th in a Chicago hospit
owner.

printings and is considered a definitive textbook.

According to Brother Andievz Corsini, of the '.Thea

tre Historical Society, Barnes was the designer of the
super-special Geneva organ in the Varsity Theatre,
Evanston, 111. "For a long time he tried to hide liis
'theatre organ contacts' but later on I believe he
freely admitted them," Bro, Corsini said.

"The Geneva organ was truly a Special and I only
wish I had heard it at sometime. It had floating

brass and string divisions that could be put on any
manual via coupler stops. The console was a wild

one—maybe the reason he never wanted to be assoc

iated with it—in the form of a small cottage with
windows and a tile roof.

Young Elliott will provide future audiences with

many evenings of musical and visual delight through his own en-

thusiasm. And who knows, when it's time for him to leave the

• scene, he will likely find another youngster to train.

He also authored numerous articles

and books on organs, including his "The Contempor
ary American Organ" which was revised through nine

great era. It may be nostalgic, but it also points out the fact that rn^ElE
IsHiiSI
this medium still holds fascination and has its own kind of fantasy BJ
v4BKfl|

•in the world.

He built his first organ at age 15 and had de

signed or built more than 400 instruments throughout

the United States.

October 1980

"I discovered his part in the instrument

^7
checking
through of
local
the
time
of the opening
this papers
house, atwhich

took place on December 24, 1926," Bro.
Corsini added.

Barnes is survived by his wife, a daught-

er,stepson and five grandchildren.-

ANN LEAF RECORDS

ANOTHER ONE BITES
THE DUST; FATE OF
BARTON ORGAN ????

TWO SELECTIONS
FOR BRADLEY BOOK

—News and Comrnentary

Ann Leaf recently recorded

by Scott Smith
Lansing's stately Michigan Theatre,

her own arrangement of'Inspira-

tion'byN.E. f'aulos exactly as

a downtown landmark for nearly sixty

W.S. Butterfield Theatres,Inc., who
had occupied the premises since its

she wrote it for the Bradley
music book produced by Don
Wallace and published by the
Bradley firm.
Shortly after recording her

opening, made haste to strip the build
ing during a one-month period includ

played "Come Dance With Me"
by Dick Leibert.

years,closed its doors to the public on
the second of September,shortly after
sale to two Detroit-area developers.

own number in the book she

ing seats, projectors, drapes and all

Both numbers were recorded
on the Ehrhardt Wurlitzer in the

stage equipment. Anthony Brown and
Brie Yale Lutz,the new owners, have
indicated little as to possible use of
the historic Eberson house,except to

Eagle Rock section of Los An
geles.

Recording the selections was
for the prime purpose of making
an album of the music published
in the book. Original organ
recordings were used for other
selections, but there were noie

say they were exploring several poss
ibilities.

The Strand Theatre and Arcade op
ened its doors in 1921 as the joint ef
fort of Colonel Walter Scott Butter-

field and famed architect John Eber
AWAITS UNCERTAIN FATE—Lansing's Michigan Theatre

son. The building was unique, a

marriage of artistic and commercial

3/11 Barton pipe organ,restored by the local organ buffs in

enterprise, where,under one roof one

the area now awaits a cloudy future.

Ed Corey photo

of the Leaf and Leibert numbers
available on records and the

nlav
famed artist
artist was
was asked
asked to
to play
play
them.

?lush ta^a~tarkish bath, a nursery sar-JOL I ET R I ALTO BeTnG REFUf^lSHED
vice and an elaborately appointed and comfortable playhouse for mass enterRestoration of Joliet's Rialto Theatre, one of the
tainment. Before it gave way to the popular preference for film, the Strand better Rapp S Rapp-designed motion picture palaces,

was the "jewel of vaudeville" and the entire facility was widely known as a

is slated to get underway late this year. The house will

cultural and architectural landmark. In 1941,when the theatre's name was

become a performing arts center and the four-manual

changed to the Michigan and art deco remodeling covered the elaborate

Barton pipe organ is to remain, it has been learned.

Louis XV features, the magnificent atmosphere was greatly reduced. The

Various segments of the restoration contract have

"rand ballroom was reduced to a complex of offices and even the translucent already been let and include electrical work,$30,485;

amber skylight spanning the arcade was eventually painted over. A popular

tertazzo restoration in the theatre's lobbies, $19,000;

16-lane bowling alley operated in the arcade lower(basement) level for sev- historical restoration of decoration will amount to aleral years until it was abruptly ruined by water from a memorable fire in the most $440,000; of this total there will be approximateadjacent buildings.
ly $60,OOu worth of 23-karat gold leaf used on the inCurrently, several area businessmen have loosely banded together into an

terior.

organization to try and lease the theatre portion of the building as a profit

The total bill for overhauling the theatre completely

corporation. The new owners are asking $75,000 per year(not including util- is expected to reach $6 million. A final step in the
ities) as part of a long-term lease,based upon a three-dollar-per-square-foot interior restoration is covering tlie finished painted surcalculation. Incidentally,the building was recently placed on the National i faces with a special plastic-like coating for preserva-

Register of Historic Places, along with seven other sites in the Lansing area,

bringing the total to nine,according to U.S. Rep.Bob Carr's office.

The Strand's original organ, a divided three-manual Moller,Opus #3001,

tion. It is said this will protect decorations and they

would not be in need of cleaning or repahs for 20 to
25 years^

with 49 stops, was removed in 1928,to be replaced by the three-manual,el- p autfr PR

even-rank Barton, Opus #206 now installed in the building

RFCORD

Over the years,

a letter

the organ amazingly resisted various fires, floods, and well-ineanmg organ ^om President and Mrs. Jimmy Ckitei complimenting
crews,until some local members of Wolverine ATOS undertook the task of rerecording, "Songs of Praise'l "I don't know
building the imtrument commencing m 1968. The organ is now at a point
about the particullrs, but it appears they had
where it sounds and performs better than when new.
recording somewhere and took the time out
Due to the fact that Wolverine ATOS was not incorporated as a 501 (c)(3)
^ note and tell me about it," he said.
non-profit corporation, DaCapo.Inc.,the group that had tried unsuccess-

fully purchase and restore the Michigan Theatre and Arcade over a three-year period,
came to the rescue and gladly accepted do
nation of the organ from Bijou Theatrical

Enterprises—parent company of Butterfield).
Because of this action,the local group of

COMBINATION SYSTEMS—

Wolveriners formed as a sub-committee of

New Features:

Da Capo, now known simply as Lansing

• Self-contained stop magnet supply-

Theatre Organ,dedicated to the preservation
of the Barton organ,hopefully in the Michi
gan Theatre, whatever its fate may be. In

• Self-contained small battery-

will not load organ rectifier.
will power memory IC for years.
• Dual 16 piston memory on each

cluded in the committee are Wolverine Chair

man Ed Corey,and Brian Fowler,President of

division.

the Fowler Pipe Organ Company, and Dean
of the Lansing AGO. The group is currently

• Expandable to any size.
• Adjustable piston delay timeprevents accidental operation.

being chaired by former Michigan Theatre
Staff Organist Scott Smith.
THE END (Let's hope not...)

CONSOLES
• 3 and 4 manuals

FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE

• Wurlitzer theater style replicas
• Will hold up to 315 stop keys

will be shown Friday,Saturday and Sunday,
November 21,22 and 23 at Old Town Music

• Designed for Reisner or Devtronix

Hall with Wurlitzer organ accompaniment.

magnetic stop switches

On Dec. 9 & 10, Bob

Mitchell and ^is Boys

32'—16'PEDAL TONE

ORGANS, INC.

GENERATORS

• Up to 4 voices
SEND $2.00 FOR FULL INFORMATION

for complete Hall information and prices.

October

1980

6101 Warehouse Way, Dept.25, Sacramento, CA 95826

• 32 Notes

ORGAN KITS (All Electronic)

NEW
"The pipe organ,once the staple musical instrument
of roller skating rinks around the country, is making a
comeback at the High Roller, roller disco here(New
York City).

"High Roller operators have installed a Wurlitzer

pipe organ and have retained Eddie Layton,official
organist at Yankee Stadium and Madison Square Gar
den, to play the instrument every Wednesday.

"High Roller operators are now re-emphasizing that
•The smooth rolling sound of an organ, with contemp

orary tunes, is the most ideal music for sakting'.
"The unit will first be used on an experimental basis,

and if its popularity grows with the skating crowds,the
number of days it is used will be extended."
In Southern California the Paramount Ice Skating

Rink at Paramount,a suburb of Los Angeles, has re
turned to almost full time use of the Style 260 Wurlit
zer installed there. Billy Wright, former theatre or
ganist is featured at the console. The instrument has

been undergoing lenthy refurbishing by Peter Crotty,
who has been working on single divisions at a time so

VARIETY

Consoles in various stages of completion which are on order

to be shipped to all parts of the United States are shown on the factory

floor at Arndt Organ Supply Co.in Ankeny, Iowa.

'meIN RICHMOND PLANNING TOUR

Robin Richmond,
IS Pl^vnning a fourth
tourth organ =°^cert
concert tour
wur^m me^
during 1981. He recently reamed
re^rned from a Aird junk t o th

country and pesented
presented several concerts.

was ®«"/"^ely happy

Xs?c Ml^eau^^^^^^

tnp to the U.S.

I irthl LdioS

^
Uvtng7"qu'°t"'l'&

that
that the
the organ
organ is
is never
never unplayable.
unplayable. The
The rink
rink also
also .has

an
an electronic
electronic instrument
instrument iJiat
tliat can
can be
be used
used in
in the
the event
ev
the Wurlitzer has to be taken out of service.

the Wurlitzer has to be taken out of service.

WE^TeFpLAYS CONCERT FOR SMALL CROIMD

Richmond,Va.—^:ddie Weaver, organist at the Byrd Theatre, was
presented in concert by Potomac VSlley
Valley Chapter ATOS on Sunday,
September 28th at lOam, Only a small number of members from the

Northern
Virginia club made the hundred or so mile trip to attend and
^
s

it is presumid it was the long distance that kept many away. There

were^about sixty people in the audience and many of these were local
was arranged a good three weeks in advance.

3initations wisMng S=.rzCO%rFencI"^

ra^ge^d-aXaTSterd-an^^e"^^^^^

ORGAN MOVED 100 MILES EAST TO FRESNO IN STORY

"put down" since the club has been seeking help and information from

Installation of the Wurlitzer organ reported to be in the

the national ATOS office, also in Northern Virginia, about estabXish-

Ce'en

Fresno Baptist Church in a story published on Page 22 of the
jng their own chapter in Richmond.
September issue of The Console should have placed the instruinstru
No official explanation has been given as to why the local club was
ment 100 miles to the west, in Salinas,California. News of
the installation was reported by Organman T
Tom
om Delay of

not invited or why the eight ATOS members in the Richmond area
were not informed of the event. The manager of the Byrd Theatre,

Fresno, who was a member of the installing team. The exex
who arranged permission for the use of the theatre,and is also an honact(city) location was not given, although a dedication propro orary member of the local club, was at a loss as to why his club was
gram enclosed with the article did list the church as being in not invited.

Salinas; it went unnoticed when the article was placed on

—Richmond Organews Service

the page of that issue.
EXPERIENCES "EERIE FEELING"HEARING ORGAN ROLLS

Former ATOS President Tommy Landrum, a resident of

Richmond, had always extended such invitations in past years.

TENNESSEE ORGAN BASH SET FOR TWO-DAY RUN,NOV.15 & 16

Roy Davis, well-known organman and promoter of the now annual
tronix Organs,Inc.,visited the Larry Bray Studio in Salt Lake Tennessee Organ Bash has announced the event, which has been preCity. Bray has a Wurlitzer player unit installed on his five- sented usually in the month of October, has been scheduled for NovDuring a recent trip to Utah, Ray DeVault, head of Dev-

plaved several Jesse Crawford rolls for
manual Wurlitzer and played
his California visitor. "It was the most eerie feeling hear

ing that music.;' DeVault reported. "I half expected to see

Jesse at the console, it was so real. When you actually hear
an organ play his music, and if you watch the roll pass over

ember 15 ana 16. The Bash has been given an extra day to permit

greater enjoyment of theatre organ events which will take place at
the Tennessee Theatre, Knoxville, Cumberland Caverns at McMinnville, the Tivoli Theatre and McKinney residence in Chattanooga.
Full details of the meeting were slated to be mailed during mid-Oct

the tracker barsndsee his almost parsimonious way of playing ober.

...

you can understand why he was so popular," he added. Others

NEW YORK CITY COLOR EXHIBIT OF THEATRES NOW SHOWING

Crawford rolls on other theatre pipe organs in several places

"Celluloid Cathedrals',' color photographs by John Margolies,depict
ing movie theatres in the United States, will be on display at the

have expressed the same feelings after hearing and watching

Lobby, 369 Lexington Avenue, New York City, through December 1.
A total of 29 theatres in 21 states are included in the exhibit by the
photographer who traveled across the nation for five years document
ing and analyzing the structures. Theatres built in the 1920s and 1930s,
he said, were "populist" buildings, designed "with every architectur

across the United States.

GEORGEl
WRIGHT

al trick in the book to entice potential customers."

Included in the exhibit are photographs of Hollywood's Chinese

In
Caacert

Theatre,The Paramount Theatre, Oakland,Loyola Theatre, Los An

geles, Tower Theatre, Sacramento, and Fremont Theatre, San Luis
Obispo.

LA TOS HAS HEALTHY BANK BALANCE,MANY ACCOLNTS

Los Aneeles Theatre Organ Society has a bank balance ot $b4, J./4. y8

FOR CONCERT INFCRMATICN AND AVAILABIUTY CONTACT;

ACADEMY MANAGEMENT
26375 Naccome Drive

^^^^^^M^^M^^M'placed in an Operating Fund,£ducation/Schol-

■J

Mission Viejo, California 92691
(714) 586-2697 (Evenings)
October

arship fund,Simonton Memorial Fund,Organ Ac

quisition and Installation Fund all of which is

ffK earmarked for the various projects of the organization. At present a location is being sought
for the 30-rank Wurlitzer to be donated to the
club by Marian Cook.

SOPHISTICATED TOTOPLAYER^ —One of the late model "Fotoplayers" produced by the American Photo Flayer Co.,
of Berkeley, California during the early 1920s, before the firm became part of the Robert-Morton Organ Company in Van Nuys,

California and lost its identity. "Fotoplayers" were the most widely used of all pit organ installations during the early days of

the silent film era and as time progressed the newer units became quite sophisticated, as the two photos on this page illustrate.
It is believed this large model was designed by A. E. Spencer, who was superintendent of the Berkeley plant during its last years
in that city. Spencer later moved to Soudiem California and opened his own organbuilding firm in Pasadena and turned out a
large number of church and concert instruments. Spencer also built a similar model to this organ in 1919 that was reportedly
sole to Miller's Theatre in Los Angeles. It boasted having fifteen ranks, double touch on both manuals and a total of one hundred
stop keys. It is said the selling price of the complete pit instrument was $22,000, quite a high sum for an organ. However, the
"Fotoplayers" were slightly more than organs
early models incorporated organ pipes with piano and percussions and sound ef
fects, the forerunner of toy counters.
It has been recorded in musical history that a competant artist, using both organ and piano
keyboards, the percussions(which were activated by pull handles attached to ropes running from the various percussions) and em
ploying the double roll arrangement could actually reproduce the sounds of a small orchestra so life like it was difficult to tell
that the music was being produced by one operator.
Pit organs evenutally became Robert-Morton Style 39 R units, available
with detached consoles and enlarged expression boxes, which were the equivalent of small chambers because the swell boxes., or
"expression" boxes were fronted with swell shades. The 39-R model had done away with handles and ropes to activate the per

cussions—it was done by electro-pneumatic action. The small units were finally discontinued for full fledged installations.

TWO ORGANISTS,MERCHANDISER

The DEL CASTILLO
THEATRE ORGAN SCHOOL
of BOSTON

FORM FIRM TO START PIZZA

PARLOR (WITH PIPE ORGAN)
Southern California Organists Tom Sheen and
Robert St. John, in partnership with Kim Bunker,
a musical instruments merchandiser, are organiz

ing a pizza parlor business enterprise and are look
ing for a suitable location in the Covina area of
Los Angeles County. The trio is now in negotitation to purchase a large theatre pipe organ to be

is pleased to announce that at the end of only eight months' operation

it is obliged to add to its equipment a three-manual organ to accommo

installed in the food emporium.

date the increasing enrollment.

Depending upon the success of the first pizza par
lor, me business venture will be set up to provide

This instrument will be installed with the other modern and completely equipped Estey unit
theatre-type organs in January, when Mr. Earl Weidner wil! become associate instructor.
k is hoped that these increased facilities for practice and study will eliminate the present
waiting list, and permit instant enrollment.
1

ifornia m the future.
FLORIDA LAND DEVELOPER,OR CAN ENTHUSIAST

The film library is also being enlarged, and the school is prepared to offer even more thor

DIES; LEAVES LARGE HCN.E ORGAN UNFINISHED

for expansion into other sections of Southern Cal

ough instruction in all branches of theatre organ playing than before.
Plan now lo join after the Chrislmns holidays. For further information address:

Clyde Duensing,Sr.,theatre organ enthusiast and
land developer, died September 21,in Halifax Hos
pital in Daytona Beach,Fla. An account of his pro-

fress in installing what was to be one of the largest

The Del Castillo Theatre Or^an School
36-43 State Theatre Building

ome organs in me country has been covered in pre

BOSTON, MASS.

vious issues of The Console.

Duensing,67,had been working on his 4/15 WurTHE

THEATRE

litzer studio project for several years, and had built

ORGANIST'S

a large room on one end of this two-storey redience
which was also to contain some 50 ranks of classic

LATE START—^Lloyd Del Castillo, who is still an enterprising,very active
theatre organist in Los Angeles, started his own theatre organ school in Boston

al pipes.
pipes. It
It is
is un
understood that he was only about a
week away from having some of the organ playing

during 1927. The musical institution was going full blast and playing to full

when death
death intervenedr
when
intervened.

houses of students
this ad placed in the December 1927 issue of Diapason
illustrates through its text the success of the young enterprise. But it all came

He is survived by his wife, Jewell, and son Clyde,
livec in the Flagler County area for 25
Jr. He had lived
years, and devoted
devot the last 10 years of his life to
building his residence
resic
and organ studio.
At this
this time
time no
n^ announcement has come from
At
regarc
his family regarding
the fate of the organ installa-

to a grinding halt not long afterwards due to one change in the world of motion
pictures—the talkies put organists out of work and closed Del's and other
theatre organ schools across the country. "It was great while it lasted," Del
recalled,

NAME ORGANISTS DROPPING OUT OF ATOS CONCERT CIRCUIT
RCUIT
CITE IMPOSSIBILITY OF DOING BUSINESS TO GET DATES
From several sources complaints have been sent to The Console that many well-known concert
artists are no longer contacting ATOS chapters for concerts but are instead concentrating on the

ORGA NIST KEEPS THEATRE
ORGAN PLAYING IN LARGE

MILWAUKEE,WISC.HOUSE
Gerald Kloss, reporter for the

private clubs since the latter are so much more efficient in dealing with organists. It has been not- Milwaukee Journal reported in
iced that attendance at ATOS functions is dropping "and some suggestion has been made that this is

October 9th issue of the daily

in part a result of using the same "local" names too often which leads to less-than-si3arkling play71-year-old Conrad Walters
ing. Investigation has revealed that many artists are treated hy chapters in a way which leaves
several nays a week walks down
some of them demeaned and insulted and quite a few have decided that they just cannot be botheraisle of the ornate Riverside
ed with the hassle.
Theatre half an hour or so be—

To begin with, although chapter officials are identified in the ATOS magazine (those who bother
It often takes half-a-dozen long distance calls to a group to establish just who is in charge of book-

^oors open to the public,
chair turns on a flashlight

to notify National of their election results, that is), there is no identification of Program Directors, steps over the orchestra pit rail
ing artists. Many organists have horror stories of their dealings with chapters,though most naturally steps down and lifts the cover

wish to remain anonymous. Tony Fenelon, well-known Australian organist who appeared in almost gff ^j^g three-manual Wurlitzer
thirty concerts to great acclaim on his last tour of North America was able to fix only three engage console Then he sits on

ments this year,in part as a result of communications breakdown. He reports that one chapter had ^j^g coQsole bench pushes the

written several times asking to be advised when his tour would take place,but once they had this
blower switch mafces his registrainformation in their possession it was impossible to obtain a reply from them! Another organist re- tjons and starts to play.
ported that he performed in one concert location to great enthusiasm and sold over 100 records(a
"It's magic time for Conrad
sure sign of audience approval) but when he wrote about a return engagement he was asked to sub- Walters and the Mighty Wurlitzer
mit an audition tape! It was reported from Detroit that when the new administration of Motor
theatre organ in MilCity chapter took over this year they discovered a large box of letters from organists which the
waukee to play pre-movie conprevious administration had not even opened. One artist complained that in the course of several certs on a regular basis,
years of trying to obtain a concert engagement in Ohio he had contacted the program chairman
"When the organ speaks out,
over 20 times by letter, at least a dozen times by phone,leaving messages on the answering device .^j^g huge 2,500-seat theatre is
or with the program director's wife and has sent audition tapes,byt has never had the courtesy of an filled with a sound you can feel
acknowledgement,
Toronto Organist Don Thomp
son admitted it was often very

difficult for an organist to get
all sides together to schedule a
concert. His own efforts with

LA ATOS seem typical. He was
scheduled to appear at the Wil-

tem Theatre in October,but the

in die soles of your feet and the
pit of your stomach. It's a lush,

spectacular sound,custom-tail
ored to the opulent movie palaces
of the 1920s and 1930s, with their
sculptured ceilings,resplendent
chandeliers and velvet draperies.
"That era is long gone—hit

movies nowadays are shown in

concert was cancelled at the last suburban shopping center houses
minute because of closure of the of 500 seats and the architectur

theatre.

It was tentatively a-

al charm of a discount warehouse.

greed that it would be re-sched

The Riverside's movie menu is

uled for the next time the artist

largely made up of horror films
(Continued on Page 24)

was in California. The follow

ing is the sequence cf events

which took place:

Thompson

calls The Console to ask who is

LA program chairman, is told it
is Neal Kissel. 2. Thompson

calls Kissel,is assured that May
(Continued on Page 24)

October

ANOTHER RECORD BEING MADE AT EMERY
Another theatre organ recording en the Cincinnati Emery Theatre
Wurlitzer went into the works late this month. The album was record

ed by a well-known artist in the jazz field, according to word receiv
ed from Cincinnati. The artist has appeared previously in concert at
the theatre and expressed a desire to make the album. An announce
ment about the artist and release date of the album will be made in

the next future, the news item stated.
NAME ORGANISTS DROPPING OUT OF CONCERT CIRCUIT
continued from P. 23

1981 is open and that his offer will be presented to the board. 3. It is
learned by Thompson in a phone call to Laguna Hills (where he is also
appearing) that Killel has resigned to accept a new post. 4. Another
call to The Console ascertains that the Chapter Chairman is Ralph

Beaudry. 5. Thompson phones Beaudry, is told that Beaudry's admini
stration can handle bookings only till the end of 1980. Is advised to
contact Gene Davis to discuss 1981. 6. Gene Davis does not appear to

be listed. Thompson obtains his number from an L. A.source and tele

phones, Davis is in hospital and unable to accept calls. 7. Thompson
writes to Davis. 8. Thompson makes a follow-up phone call the day
after Davis gets home. Is informed that Don Wallace,is now in charge

of booking out that he has already scheduled George Wright for May

during Davis' hospitalization. 9. Thompson gives up!
The artist says that such snafus are not at all unusual in ATOS and

stem from the nature of the society, where earnest members accept
elected office and then find that they really haven't time to do the

job properly and so the buck passing begins. In the process, ongoing

negotiations sometimes get sidelined. He cites as an example the

Sierra Chapter,where he had a long-standing agreement to appear at

Grant Union High School last October. A few weeks prior to the en -.

gagement he contacted the program chairman with whom he had been
dealing only to learn that he had resigned. The information about the

THE ESTEY RESIDENCE PIPE ORGAN'

concert date had not been passed on to the new program chairman and
the concert date disappeared without a trace.
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Thompson suggests that the problem will exist as long as there is no
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continuity, and suggests that Chapters employ a part-time secretary
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to handle and file all correspondence. Perhaps the oft mooted idea about a national clearing house for concerts which would keep track of
everything is an idea whose time has now come.
A second unfortunate aspect of the present system is that the line of|
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least resistance for a busy program chairman is to call an old friend or
a local organist, resulting in the same names playing the same places

ESTEY ORGAN COMPANY advertisements were designed to

year after year. By contrast the private clubs seem to be much more

appeal to true lovers of pipe organ music and to those who
were interested in status symbols. The ad above suggests

efficiently organized and some of the freshest, mott exciting music
and artists are heard and seen at places such as DTDS Wilmington,

DTOC Detroit, RTOS Rochester,Niagara Frontier,ESTMIN Syracuse, status symbol appeal while the Estey ad on the following
page reflects more of the sales pitch to those who fully en
Toronto TOS, Embassy Fort Wayne,Paramount Music Palace Indian
joyed the wondrous music produced by a pipe organ.
apolis, and so on, where the handling of concerts is much more pro
fessional. Many of these places are also much more successful than
atAc • c
An w
AoTpv
fore it is ready to be premiered at more than an opening or an

Unfortunately a while new group of artfsts pla^ng these clubs nevejj^te^^ission, Lt the Riverside Wutlitzer will star in ^ concert

finds its way to ATOS functions and is consequent never mentioned for fans, and perhaps the ^blic, from all over the state and

in ATOS columns. Denied publicity in the magazine, the artists re- several adjacent states. Organ fans are known to travel great
main an unknown quantity to many chapter chairmen and so do not distances to hear a first-time refurbished theatre organ,

receive ATOS boo&ngs. And, conversely, ATOS groups lose out on
hearing what these arlists have'to offer.

The Journal Reporter gave a new designati^ to the theatre

to climb over the pit rail. Instead, he'll enter the pit through
a door at the bottom and ride the lift upward, playing:,the

ORGANIST KEEPS THEATRE ORGAN PLAYING

continued from page 23
and other garish fare that seems oddly out of place in the once-pala

Mighty Wurlitzer console as it rises to stag^e level, with spot

love. *Playing To Be Enhanced*

and kept the Wurlitzer in tune for him to play over the long
period he has gone to the theatre.

lights trained on its ivory and golden-scrolled front. The sight»
as well as the sound, will again be worthy of the eropeior of
tial setting."
The feature article disclosed that Walters played organs at the Lib- instruments."
In the past Walters has been aided by O.E.Besch and Bill
erty and White House Theatres during the silent eta and is doing this
present stint(which is now going into its seventh year) as a labor of Hansen, local organmen, who have made emergency repairs
His traditional appearances will soon take on

greater glory very soon. Daityland Chapter ATOS j
members have started refurbishing the organ. The

theatre management is removing the stage exten-

^

RpIpacp From

DORIC

tion which almost covers Walters when he is seat

ed at the console, and then the organ elevator is
to be inspected and repaired.

Water damage in the left chamber will be re-

E
BUDDY

REMEMBERED

paired, the console is in need of general brush up
work
and the entire instrument will be taken
care of. , ^
.

DO 1421 Stereo Record Album

*Cooperation Assured*

^
A deluxe
deluxe boo
book album with many photos, as well as detailed historical notes on

With the offer to furnish labor and technical

asistance, owners of the building, Towne Realtj'
is helping to pay for materials needed in Ihe restoration project and United Artists, the theatre

lessee, is setting aside

work and storage space

■

1

for the group.
Ill frVKJMll
The sudden interest in I
I
the organ promises to be

j^g
the artist, instrument,
and music. Twelve selections including six Cole originals

played
the
played by
by the

late Buddy Cole on his 3/26 Wurlitzer/Morton Theatre Organ.

None
None of
of the
the (cuts
. •

have been released previousiy.

Se
lections: fy
Morning Panorama• Winter Nocturne• They Can't Take That Away
Selections:
From
Me• Waltz in G•The Moon Was Yellow* Rhapsody Moderne• When Your
From Me'W

Lover Has Gone* Clare* Soliloquy* Beyond the Reef * Willow Weep For Me* I'll

k®"!'
Be Seeing You •

F
Price $6.95 Plus
SI .00 for shipping and handling.

October 1980

Mail Orders To: Doric Records. P.O. Box 282. Monterey,CA93940

Mail Orders

DE\ATR0N1X CONSOLE BUILDER BACK INPRODUCTiON AFTER DISASTEROUS FIRE
Nevfs concerning the loss of several large custom consoles for

customers of Devttonix Organ Company have been rumored and
stated unofficially since late July, and this month the organ
firm has released the news concerning the fire which resulted
in die destruction of the keydesks.

Devtronix Organs,Inc. is primarily an electronic organ kit and
associated electronic products manufacturer. Because of the

requirement for consoles to go with their products, a large Warlitzer replacement console business has also built up over the
past few years.

This work requires an experienced furniture builder. Cabinet
makers just simply aren't into all the ornate work required on
Wurlitzer consoles.

A small furniture manufacturing company that builds expen
sive replicas of beautiful antique furniture for an exclusive San
Francisco department store agreed to build the console shells on
an as-required basis. Since sawdust and electronix do not mix,
this allowed Devtronix to maintain a clean environment with
fixed console costs.

The shells were built in a 90 by 20-fqot shop on the property
of the owner of the furniture business.

About 2am in the middle

of last July, the owner was awakened by the sound of window
glass breaking and experienced tongues of flames leaping in
catching the bedroom drapes on fire. The family had only sec
onds to escape the fire. The woodshop was burning fiercely and
the flames had reached the residence. Both large buildings,
three cars and a truck were totally consumed in a matter of sev
eral minutes. So fast did the fire spread there was no time to
save anything, and the occupants escaped only with their lives
and night clothes.
An additional loss was three large Wurlitzer shells, two of them
within a week of completion. One was a mahogany four-manual
Wurlitzer scroll style with three and one-half stop rails. The sec
ond was a walnut four-manual Wurlitzer French style, also with
three and one-half stop rails. The third was a walnut four-man
ual Wurlitzer French style with two and one-half stop rails. It
was about fifty percent complete.
Since Devtronix had not taken delivery of the shells, the firm
did not stand the monetary loss. There has been no clue to the

THE E5TEY RESIDENCE PIPE ORGAN

While the Estey has been and is being

But a. room devoted to music is not necessary.

porated with distinguished success in homes Theliving-roomorhallcan be used withequaJly

cause of the fire because the tremendous heat consumed every

already built, it offers great possibilities for new good effect, both musically apd architecturally,
houses that are now being planned. Architects Allourexperienceisat theservice of any archi-

thing combustible. Even some of the steel tools showed signs of
melting.

The three customers who had ordered the shells with key

are designing music rooms with organ screen tect planning such a feature. The Estey Organ

and console in harmony that make a dignified is so flexible that the pipes can be placed anyand appropriate settiDg for the Estey Organ, where, at any distance from the console.

boards were promptly notified, and all agreed to wait until the
company could get back into operation. Since the fire, the
losses have been negotiated with the insurance companies and

Estey Organ Company, Bratilebaro. Vermont

Wurlitzer console shells are again under construction with new

tooling in a modem 3,600 square-foot fireproof building.
FANTASY~This 1922 Estey Organ Co. ad has appeal to devotees
Devtronix supplies whatever the customer orders. This ranges
of the pipe organ and to those who purchased instruments because from just difficult to fabricate wood parts for those building
it was a display of affluence. The ad was one of a series like it
their own console, complete shells unfinished, to complete con
that was placed in Vanity Fair, House Beautiful and House and
soles finished to order with all stop keys, keyboards and capture
Garden magazines during 1922.
combination system wired, ready to connect to an electronic or
DIFFERENT SOUND FOR BROOKBmFARAMOUNT/LIU ORGAN G

When Long Island University took over the Brooklyn Paramount
Theatre for its campus, the ornate auditorium orchestra seating was

pipe organ.
GREG RISTER REFUTES EILER CLAIM ABOUT LEIBERT TUNE

Organist Greg Rister, who has one of the finest albums yet

removed from the edge of the mezzanine balcony to the stage and a produced on the San Gabriel Civic Auditorium Wurlitzer, this
basketball court replaced it. The court remains today, but in 1977, month took issue with R. Wellington Eilers regarding his news
the entire auditorium was gutted, both the mezzanine and main bal- article appearing in the September 1980 issue of The Console
conies were structurally removed. The great size of the room now that stated Dick Leibeit, former Radio City Music Hall organ
has taken on an entirely new tonal character, it is reported, and
ist did not write "In a Little Clock Shop" "Dick Leibert did inthe 4/26 Wurlitzer sounds even better than

deed compose this num-

it did when the seating and heavy drapes

ber, and "In A Clock
Store" is another comp

were removed at the time the college

took up its residence there. Today's or-

gan sound has been compared with the
big,rolling sound characteristics of the

ThBStTG PI
rl PE
E 0RGAI\1
Theatre
ORGAN Builders

huge 4/36 "Fox Specials" remaining in

the cavemous auditoriums of the Detroit

and St. Louis Fox Theatres.
James Paulin,Jr.,who wss a former organist at Radio City Music Hall when tht

great
theatre operated as a daily film
ouse, was presented in concert on the

LIU Wurlitzer October 12tb, by the New
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WURLITZER REPLICA
Consoles, Windchests,
Rpniilatnrq
Regulators,
Heguiators, TrPmnlm
Tremolos,
l remoios,
Trap Actions....
Actions . ...
Trap

(above items also available in Kit Form)

^ ^
•solid
OLI D state
STATE systems
SYSTEMS

Relays,
Relays. Trems ....
. ...

al ATOS Convention which has tentative

ly been announced for 1984. The last
national meeting in New York was held

during July, 1970. The LIU organ was

also featured at that time; its console ha
also been completely redecorated by

Geoff Patterson, well-lmown artist/writer ,

recorded by

British organists, but

bears only a fleeting re-

i

York Theatre Organ Society.
This organ undoubtedly will be featured in the coming New York ATOS Natioi

osition entirely...fre-

p..

semblance to the Leib-

ertwork." Rister also

enclosed a copy of the
Leibert
music showing
ASCAP designation
and
copyright by Noteworthy
Music, Inc., 1966,from
a collection of Leibert

compositions. His note
has been referred to

R. Wellington Eilers.
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SOMEBODY LIKES THEM—TAX RECORDS SHOW BILL FLOYD GOES ON HISTORIC ORGAN TOUR
For a change of pace this year. Bill Floyd, famed for his New
PIZZA ORGAN RECORDS SELL WELL WEEKLY York
Paramount appearances and other well"4tnown organ spots,
One of the best business barometers is brisk selling of a pro

duct. If the public likes it, they buy it. And, according to
tax records, the public goes for pizza organ music—in Toronto
at the Organ Grinder Restaurant. Don Thompson is garnering a

cool $l,000-plus weekly on royalties from the sale of his alb urns at the food emporium. He also enjoys sales in stores of all

types—department, record, five and dime—through a distributor

'"It is my opinion," he said,"that even though the public is

not the same as a theatre organ concert audience, there may be
food for thought here; perhaps concert artists should be more
liberal with their music and console-side manner in an attempt

took his wife Marge and went to the Organ Historical Society con

vention at Ithaca, New York. "We had a marvelous time and spent
a wonderful week living at Ae University and took in 15 concerts,
all played on tracker organs.

It's hard to believe it, but most were

more than one and one-half centuries old. They were beautiful insturments, well played.

"One organist did some real theatrical bits. He came down the
church aisle carting a big over-sized bird cage with a whistle he
blew during Ethel Smith's edition of "Spring Song''—^tliere were

plenty of laughs. Then the "Poet and Peasant"—all of this done
on an old tracker. The "clincher'^ aiGoncerto for Organ and Gtchestraiwith optional chorus. A long lost manuscript from the turnPofthe-century. Musicians read from xeroxed copies. What a thrilling

to lure more concertgoefs."
Thompson noted that he is able to greet many restaurant pa
trons in their native tongue—he flueintly speaks French,Dutch, performance! An old tracker with a profound bass section, chctus
of 65 voices and the full Syracuse Symphony. We couldn't tape
German,Spanish,Italian.Portugese,Greek and Hebrew—and
tries to play something irom their respective countries if he can. (the musician's union said "no") so Lord knows when we'll ever

"I'm polishing up on my Arabic and Swedish. Unfortunately it
is relatively easy to learn a few phrases for use over the micro
phone; what is not easy is when patrons come rushing up to me
conversing at high speed and I have to slow them right down in

order to understand them," he added.

hear this fantastic work again—but I do hope it will happen again,
*Takes In Electronic Meet*

"We plan to go to Orlando next week for the AOI Convention,
and then come Thanksgiving, Marge and I are going to visit our

oldest daughter at Mystic, Conn., and we will visit Dr. Ketr at

Essex and play his 4/24 Marr & Colton! (Speaking of Mart and

■II HE'S BACH BIT GOES TO BOCK

continued from P. S
Coltonss
during the Ithaca trip, 1 played my all-time favorite
Hahner, a Benedictine monk/musician in Germany. "He wrote
organ, the Marr and Colton at the old Keeney Theatre, now Ae
me for a copy and liked it so well that it moved him to order a Clemmons Center——and also spent 4rhouTS: at the 3/17 Link in
copy of the first Wichita Theatre Organ album, which, in turn, Roberson Center, Binghamton, New York. My home was criginalsparked yet another note indicating that he and brother monks
. ly Elmira.
were having a ball with the theatre organ menu! He indicated . . " "I've been busy in Richmond this year installing two three-man
he'd heard of the organ for years but never had any idea of how ual Conn church jobs and two two-manual AGO church jobs. Hope
it dealed with music. Said the man, "It is much more than I'd fully I will be setting up a SB-rank Conn (English draw kaob))beicre
heard," Nalle reported.
Christmas with custom-Wilt baffles and 106 speakers.
*Nalle Album Jacket Revamped*
"Otherwfise nothin' is happenin',"
Wichita Theatre Organ board members decided to revamp the
Floyd neglected to mention that he played an excellent concert
record jacket for its second release and this has delayed distribu October 19th on the Byrd Wurlitzer for the Richmond Organ Enthus
tion of the new recording until late Fall or early next year, it
iasts Club. His program was a real production number and was
has been learned.
given the title; Organists of Theatre and Radio—Revisited. He

included in the show selections made popular by Eddie Dunstedter,

CHURCH REDESIGNS ORGAN, ADDS 20 RANKS

Los Angeles' Wilshire United Methodist Church, 711 South

Plymouth Blvd. ,has redesigned the 40-rank Moller pipe organ

"Doc"Whipple,TedPoister,Herbie Koch,Lee Etwin,"Fats" Waller,
Dick Leibert, Jesse Crawford,Milton Page, and many others.

and added 20 ranks. Twenty-nine of the original ranks were revoiced to combine with the new pipework which now has the
characteristics of the French Romantic and Classic styles as

well as those of an early 20th Century instrument. David Britton

will play a dedication program on the instrument, Sunday, Nov

16th at 4pm. Donation will be $3, it was announced.
DR. VIRGIL FOX DIES
—continued from Page one

his most spectacular records was planned on the living room floe
of 'the residence of the late Richard C. Simonton, founder of
the American Theatre Organ Society. The story was told by

Gaylord Carter, another close friend of the organist and SimotHc
ton, during an evening show at the Simonton Bijou the night Dr.
Fox died; Carter accompanied several silent films on the 4/36
Wurlitzer.

^

,

, ,

,

•

theatre organ concerts

r

He told those present that Dr. Fox had found the music of

" Symphonie Concertante" by Joseph Jongen in Chicago and pur
chased it. Shortly after he came to the West Coast andsmce he
was a close friend of the Simonton family and almost always us

ed the four-manual classical organ to practice on during his vis

its, he brought the music with him and one evening spread it
out on the living room floor. He studieii the many pa^s, ar
ranged them to suit himself and subsequently recorded the organ
at Palais de Chaillot with the Paris Opera Orchestra. The album
is one of the most spectacular and thrilling he was ever to pro-

^"*^fhere is no doubt but what he was an ingenious showman; his

for album and/or concert dates write:

light shows with organ drew tremendous crowds of young people
across the country.

.

He was also no stranger to the theatre pipe organ. It is report

ed he started playing organ in his father^s thaatre in Princetonj
Illinois, and later went on to become the famous classic virtuo
so known throughout the worldi • He was a player of the Romant
ic school and had little regard for the so-called Baroque ttadi- ,
tionists, who play in the limitations of organs of 200 years ago. >
Dr. Fox said, "If pianists did what the baroquists do—if they
tried to use a piano in that manner for a recital they would
be hissed off the stage."

The Simonton classical instrument was designed by the not

!

!

Marilyn R. Libbin

j

1861 Greenbriar Place

1

Cincinnati, Oy.o 45237

GOOD CONCERT DATES STILL AVAILABLE

. . goes through the old timers with easy familiarity . .
"The playing is . . . spectacular."

ed organist and dedicated by him at ac .'.nvitational program for
members of the local American Guild of

. . pure theatre styling . .

on the Wichita Theatre Organ instrument

he also played the John Dickinson High
School Kimball in concert.

—Theatre Organ Magazine

"The organ . . . responds to her registration and imagina

In recent years he had played concerts
in Wichita's civic auditorium complex,
and also recorded an album on it; and

I

tive arrangement. .
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—CONSOLE Magazine

Herbie Koch (pronounced 'Cook') has surfaced and brought with him several corrections
that have been printed ever since one reader
asked about the former theatre/radio organist

and wondered whatever had happened to him,

RjjP

For approximately six months there have appeared various letters from readers giving bits
and pieces of information, but none seemed to

know if the popular mid-west(plus the east

H

coast, London and Paris) organist was living in ^

Kentucky, Georgia or, as it was hinted, some-

where out west.

The guessing is now ended. This month he

w

|3
9

sent the following note to The Console and re- ^
vealed he lives in Sun City, Arizona;
"A friend of mine sent me a copy of your
April, 1980 issue.

I found a few mistakes I

would like to correct.

"One: "Herbie Koch was better known as a

radio organist than a theatre organist."

^S

j

"Answer: I was with Paramount Publix for

• J

nineteen years and played long runs in some of "H

their largest theatres. To name a few. The

^

SAENGER in New Orleans, the BUFFALO THEATRE, the DENVER THEATRE, the OMAHA

PARAMOUNT, theatres in London, England,

t^

Paris, France and many others. The first silent j. picture I cued was THE BIRTH OF A NATION.

K

After Paramount stopped using organists, I

spent twenty-three years in radio and TV. I

had a weekly TV show called "The Herbie

JH

Koch Show", also daily radio shows
and a weekly CBS show called

HERBIE KOCH seated at the console

of the-Kilgen organ he 'designed for

KEYBOARD AND CONSOLE.

■'
■

"I then took a course in campan-

ology and played the carillon at the
Seattle World's Fair, the New York
World's Fair and EXPO in Montreal,

Radio-TV Station WHAS in Loiuis-

*'

ville, Kentucky.
alto Theatre was ready to open on that
day but the house organist did not ap

*

Canada. After the New York World's

Fair closed, the Coca Cola Co.

pear. The manager was desperate.Pie

-•s

located Herbie on the tennis court and
whisked him off to the theatre. Koch

gave the carillon to the State of

Georgia, and I was appointed the
official carillonneur of the State by

T

Governor Jimmy Carter. I spent sev-

^

^

*"

City, Arizona. 1 still live there."

i",

a curtain was drawn around the bottom

^

The organist enclosed clippings of

^

interesting facts and a xerox copy of |r ^

^

the proclamation drawn up for Koch

and signed by Governor Jimmy Car-

,

ter declaring the organist to be the
"Official Carillonneur" of the State

of Georgia.

*
4

^ zz

His photo, which was taken at the

A
^

of the issue was the Herbie Koch
When he retired from WHAS and

WHAS-TV, the organist,composer,
entertainer and teacher had 18 rad-

io shows a week and a 10pm television show Sunday nights.

A newspaper article published at

the time of his retirement noted

IN RETIREMEN
RETIREMEj T—Herbie Koch moved to Sun City
IN
in 1974
1974 and
and he
he keeps busy composing, and, at the
in

time this
this phot
time
photo was taken for an article in the Ariz
ona Republic
Republic in
. 1976, he was still practicing an
ona

hour every
every day
da-e on a locla church organ. He appears
hour

in
prO'
in concert
concert programs
and one large full page tear

that one-ofihis best-known programs sheet
announci his playing of the dedicatory recital
sheet announced
had ended about six years previous,
on a
a new
new Baldwin
Baldon
640 Classical instrument at the
after 15 years and 5,000 performan- All Saints
of the
tl Desert Episcopal Church. A date
Saints of

ces. It was the 11:30 to midnight

Yvas
was not
not given
given other than Nov. 1.
"Dream Serenade" with Herbie at
;
newspaper
stated.
the console playing 'dreamy' popu- newspaper article
arti
lar an'I :emiclassical music, inter- . Koch
Koch designed
design the Louisville station organ,accord
ing to informa
information taken from another newspaper art
spersed with bits of poetry.
icle. And it is
"Police cruising the parks in the
i also recounted in the same story how
late evening told Herbie many times he got his start playing theatre organ.
that the air was filled vnth music of

his, coming from parked cars'," the

Herbie subsequently graduat

In theatres he was billed simply as
"Herbie'.'

No one could pronounce his

last name when he played in some of
Paramount's major theatres all over
the globe.
New Orleans Saenger Theatre there
were stage shows as well as first run film

fare. Ginger Rogers, a young chorus

The cover also carried

a banner line announcing a feature

went on.

ed to morning dress and spats for his
theatre engagements.

reporter that when he was playing the

published to announce all television
programs.

half of the organ console and the show

Herbie recalled for another newspaper

console of the Louisville radio sta-

tion, was on the cover of TV Press,

a local weekly program magazine

was not immediately available. So a
suitable jacket, bow tie were found,

en years in Georgia and then retired '
*
not to Louisville,Ky.,but to Sun

was garbed only in tennis shorts. A tux

girl, held his baby on her lap during

his performances; Rudy Vallee was the
emcee, and Louis Prima, a pit trumpet
man, spent his free time in Herbie's
dressing room listening to coveted Louis
Armstrong records.

He toured the country with some of
the famous stars of the day and they
still maintain personal friendship today.
At Bloomington,Indiana, a young stu
dent sought Plerbie out to play a song
he had written. Herbie ran through it

once or twice; some years later "Star
Dust" became a hit. The college stud

ent was Hoagy Carmichael.
Herbie certainly has had and is still
having a wonderful life!

He was playing tennis on a court in Louisville, his

home town, and was 14 years of age. The local Ri-
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ORGAN BUFFS GET INTO ART DECO BUSINESS

iHECTOR

Two long-time" theatre organ and preservation buffs from the Miami area have re-

OLIVERA AT DICKINSON NOV.22

Hector Olivera, who has won considerable

j
fame
both as a theatre and classical organist,

cently formed a partnership to merchandise their talents and services. The new comp- ,will appear in concert at the John Dickinson
any is Ziggurat and the partners are Michael Kinerk and Dennis A/y^^ilhelm.
,
High School, November 22nd at 8:15pm.
They specialize in architecture and decoration of the style commonly called "Art
Deco'i but their services cover a variety of areas. One of their specialties is selling
books related to the Art Deco period. Clarkson-Potter's new book on theatres of the

period "Movie Palaces" is probably of most interest to theatre organ afficionados. The
book is printed in Japan by a special process which produces color photographs of brill
iant clarity and depth, (Clarkson-Potter also published Ben Hall's acclaimed "The Best

STATEMSNT OP OWNERSHIP. MANAQEMENT ANO CIRCULATION

Remaining Seats" which is no out of print in their catalog.)

Ziggurat is largely engaged in Art Deco-related preservation work. The firm recently
was awarded a contract to restore the original lighting fixtures and lobby decorations in

the Victor Hotel^ on Ocean Drive in Miami Beach, Florida. The hotel is one of hun
dreds in what is called the Miami Beach Art Deco District. The district, which includes

Art Deco gem, the Cinema Theatre, by Thomas Lamb, is listed in the National Regis
ter of Historic Places. Work at the Victor Hotel is expected to be partially funded by

historic preservation programs of the federal government. Wilhelm noted that the Vic
tor Hotel is a special prize in the district since it still has its original 1937 fixtures, un

like many of the district hotels which have been continuously altered since opening in
the 30's. Both partners expect to be quite busy in the future as many other hotels in
the historic district seek to return to their opening splendor.

According to Kinerk, the name Ziggurat is taken from the architectural style of the
ancient Babylonian temple, which was a stair-stepped, four-sided, pyramid. The sim
plicity and geometric form of the Ziggurat was such an influence on office buildings,

apartment houses and theatres built in the 1930s that the term Ziggurat is sometimes
used to describe their style as well.
DAVID HAMILTON HEADS CONN SALES FOR EUROPE IN LONDON

Theatre Organist David Hamilton has returned to Great Britain and will maintain his
residence there as head of Conn Keyboards International, the sales division for Conn

Organ outside of the United States. Conn was recently taken over by the Kimball Co.
and continues to operate under its own name.

In a call from London, made by Hamilton to The Console October 28th, the organ

ist noted he plans to accept concert dates when it does not interfere with his business
duties and that he is now represented in the United States by Llomac Enterprises, 2341
King County, Irving, Texas 75062. The telephone number of the firm is (214) 2562619.

NEW YORKERS TO HEAR LEE ERWIN AT CARNEGIE HALL CINEMA NOV. 2

New York Theatre Organ Society members will hear Lee Etwin in concert and ac
companying a film at the Carnegie Cinema, 7th Avenue ,aibetween S6th and 57th

Streets, New York City, Sunday morning, November 2nd, starting at 9 o'clock. There
will be open console session and an official club meeting prior to Lee's program.

Hot off the press!

MOVIE PALACES
Photos by Ave Pildas
Text by Lueinda Smith
Foreward by King Vidor

150 extraordinary full-color photographs and lively
text tell the story of the great movie palaces.
Anecdotal accounts by the impresarios; profiles on
the architects and engineers; glimpses of the stars

whose legendary premieres kept the seats filled. A
perfect gift for lovers of movies, nostalgia, art,
architecture and design. Full bibliography.
9x12"Hardcover. Full-

color dust jacket. 112 pages.

Book

Postage & handling

Make check or money order payable to:

$17.95

1.75

ZIGGURAT
3174 Florida Ave.

Coconut Grove, PL 33133

TOTAL $19.70
Book by l8t class mail is $21.95 TOTAL
(Available In USA only).
Florida residents add 4% tax

CHURCH JHEATRE PROGRAViS KEEP SCHOOL HEAD BUSY

DENNIS JAMES REOPENS

Reverend William E, Biebel, Assistant Headmaster at the IN-THEATRE KIMBALL
,
Cathedral Preparatory School in Erie,Pa.,manages to keep
Another in-theatre pipe organ ;has been
quite busy after shcool hours and during vacation periods by restored to playing beautiful music again
playing organ programs in church,theatre and residence lo- and was dedicated in a special show Oct.
cations. In July he presented two concerts, on the 8th and 9th by Dennis James as part of "Where

rZ^.j' ■

^

9th, at the home of fellow clergyman Dr. John Landon,on Dreams Come True" that featured stage
the 3/iO theatre pipe organ, for Bluegrass Chapter of ATOS. attractions as well as James' accompanying

hi
A

cert and will also play a Special Advent Christmas program sing-a-long and concert. It is the 3/8 Kimat St.Peter's Cathedral, in Erie, December 9th, on the new ball organ in the Elco Theatre (originally

■ 1;

H^HV
-

-Xi/'
'M

In December he will present another theatre organ con-

:

Casavant organ. "This is my eighth year doing a service of opened in 1924 as the Lerner), at Elkhart,
scripture lessons interspersed with organ improvisations on
Indiana.
Restoration of the instrument
seasonal themes. Last year's program went so well that the was under direction of John Lowman and
service this year will be opened to the public, with good
Joseph Barton,

"Lyn Larsen was here last April and tried the organ and

Tj
^
TAJu
Kev.
W. t.

biebet

Buster Keaton's "The Navigator'^ plus a

"The re-dedication show at the Elco was

a sell-out three weeks in advance," Jhtnes
said. He added that the crew restoring the

was highly enthusiastic about it. The instrument has a glorious String Celeste coupled with trems which accomplishes
some marvelous thingsr.in the big vaults," he added.
In JanuarV'the assistant headmaster may have to dog sled
to Elmira,New York, but is looking forward with keen an-

the ceiling over the relay stack caved in
just days before the performance. It also
disabled the Harp and some of the organ's

ticipation toArts
playing
the
Performing
Center.

pipework."

Mart & Colton organ in Clemmens

Kimball had to work overtime "as part of

The repairs were made in time

and patrons went wild over Keaton's antics
in "The Navigator'.'

PITTSBURGH THEATRE ORGAN SOCIETY BUILDING FLIM LIBRARY

Pittsburgh Theatre Organ Society has opened it Harold Rousse Film Library in addiNow that the organ has been restored a
to its tape library. A complete 8mm version of Birth of a Nation was presented to the silent film series is planned in the coming
archive; by Jack Morris. Films and tapes are availble for members' use.
months, James noted.
*Europe Tour*
From November Srd to 17th, the organist
will be on tour in Europe. He plans appear

The remote(

^efhliL-H- makes possible

h^CLlft

an entirely NEW world of entertainment for your organ!
Played directly from the keyboard of the organ, the
entertainer can extend the pipes' musical capability
by blending the delicate sounds of mandolins, guitars,
harpsichord, banjo, male and female voices and many
more exciting sounds.

ances at the Passage Theatre,Scbeidam,
Holland, on Nov. 14th. On Nov. 29th he
plays at the Indiana University,Bloom ington,
Indiana and on Nov. 20 he plays a concert
in the Chicago regional convention program.
During December he will be in Californ
ia—Laguna Hills for the Keyboard Concerts
Dec. 2nd; California Theatre, Dec. 6th,
and Golden Bear Playnouse, Dec. 14th at
Sacramento. The year closes Dec. 23rd at
the Chic Theatre, Columbus, where he will
be part of the Chrittmas Show.
LOS ANGELES OFFICIALS "EXONERATED"
IN FALSE STATEMENT ATOS REPORT

For example, the organist has at his fingertips, the
heavenly sounds of a real harpist. At a touch, he can
recreate beautiful chord passages in any key. Major

\chords, minor chords,seventh and diminished chords.
All chords — flat, embellished are executed by one of
the most talented harpists. Or the organist can shape
his own chords or solo with the harp,

After being subjected to embarrassment

because of the very poor use of words that
seemingly branded them as some sort of
criminals, Los Angeles Chapter former of
ficials Robert Power and Bernice Neal were

given a conditional exoneration in the ATOS

presient's column published in the Oct/Nov
issue of Theatre Organ magazine. It was

shore

noted that the possibility exists that a mis
With the remote Chamberlin, the organist can

interpretation was made in the national

hold the attention of the audience with new and

board of director's report in the previous is
sue of the magazine. This report claimed
Power and Neal made a false statement,,
and that national would file suit against

fresh arrangements.

The entertainer will enjoy blending these
fantastic voices, instruments and sounds,
giving him the ability to give a better

them.

performance.

who was handling the matter, and the or
ganization's attorney had 'I'.sb'ussed the a
matter and resolved the problem. Power

Robert Power explained that a minor
mixup had occurred but that his attorney,

Indicated he had been embarrassed due
The new Chamberlin Is a portable

remote unit, not connected to your
organ electrical circuits. With remote

cables it can be placed a distance

354WINN DRIVE

from the console and out of sight.

simply to the extremely poor judgement
of those who wrote the report out. Bernice
Neal was more voluable. She declared that

in her opinion is was done more as a means

of irritating Los Angeles Chapter, already
then under attack by national for attempt
ing to start associate memberships.

HEARTHIS INSTRUMENT ATOUR

STUDIO IN UPLAND, CALIFORNIA.
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT.

In his magazine message, the head of the
organization offered no apologies to either
Power or Neal, but didinot^.that he was
certain ATOS members would realize that

neither of the two who were maligned would
knowingly do anything detrimental to the

&
San earnardino Fwy.(].10J|

j

|

SAN SEBNARDINO FREEWAY (1-10) TO IVIOUNTAIN AVE.0FF-RA(V1P.
NORTH ON MOUNTAIN. RIGHT ON ARROW HIGHWAY, LEFT ON SAN

club. He also stressed the fact that at no
time was there

Ll-t- Go.

354 WINN DRIVE

Neal expressed'

UPLAND, CALIFORNIA 91786
(714) 982-5466 or 985-3017

ANTONIO FOR ONE BLOCK, AND RIGHT TO 354 WINN DRIVE.
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opinion an

apology is still due.

HAIGHT DEMANDS RESIGNATION

—continued ftom-P.1-1

who turned out to be not as competent as hoped. Beaudry al
so noted the same information was published in the unit's of
ficial newsletter. However, club officials did learn and in
their next concert, under Beaudry's direction, the club made
a profit of over $1.,(500, Beaudry also directed Haight's at

tention to the fact'that the club assets as of August 1st were

DEBUT

Lew Williams, Phoenix organist,

who made his first west coast appearance at the
San Gabriel Civic Auditorium Wurlitzer for Los

Angeles Theatre Organ Society, is shown above
as he announced his program from the console.
His show was well received, ——Zimfoto

$54,172.98, showing an increase over the Dec.,1979 total.
"I do not believe this shows mismanagement'^ Beaudry said.
In the .'charge regarding loss of membership, Beaudry told
Haight that the unit had 155 members who failed to renew

this year. He (Beaudry) wrote everyone who did not renew
and fiad replies from 70 and twelve sent dues for renewal.
The two reasons given for not renewing were the cost of

membership and inflation (those on fixed incomes could no
longer afford the expense. In addition, the chapter has now
increased its membership by a total of 99.
Beaudry also answered Haight's threat to make public all
the letters Beaudry has written by telling him in his letter:
"Please feel free to publish all my correspondence with you
— and, I would hope, your replies to me—in any manner
you see fit. 1 stand by all my statements made in those let
ters." Subsequently, Beaudry sent all chapter chairmen a
letter with the latest unit newsletter offering to all xerox

copies "of all my letters to Mr.Haight and his very interest
ing replies to my letters."
*LA Officials Protest Action*

Following the demand for resignation by the national

president, and a mis-statement of fact in his executive news
letter, members of the Los Angeles Board of Directors have
been writing Haight to protest his demand for Beaudry's re
signation and to inform the national officer that the Los An
geles chairman has done more for the unit in the short time
he has held the reigns than many other chairmen. One of
those writing Haight said the attack on Beaudry in the exec
utive newsletter was "absolutely uncalled -forj and the par
agraph wherein you state that members of Los Angeles Chap
ter 'repudiated Mr. Beaudry by unanimously defeating the
motion to eliminate the by-law clause requiring member
ship in ATOS to be a chapter member" is an outright dis
tortion..."

It was also noted by this same director that anyone quest

IndTaNa'cLUB h^W^ETTER PuIlISHES LETTER
BY NEEDLER NOT PRINTED IN OFFICIAL ORGAN

"CIPHERS^' the official newsletter of Central Indiana Chapter ATOS,
this month published the letter sent by Timothy S. Needier,one of its
members,to George Thompson, Editor of Theatre Organ magazine,the
official national journal, who did not let it appear. The letter was a
reprimand for the editorial Thompson wrote and published,aappr.really

directed against Needier and Dick Sklenar's advertisement tfiat was
placed in me national publication during the elections.

"Your editorial on Page Four of the June/July 1980 issue of Theatre

ioning national in regards to the way it is operated by the
present officers is considered treasonous. He then declared
this to be a deplorable state of affairs.
For some reason, Haight sent Beaudry another short note
on October 17th, which would have been before he had b

fessionalism,this editorial was less than professional. In fact,in my

started to receive the letters from LA board members. It

Needier wrote.

stated briefly-—-"You can go easy or go hard,it makes no
difference to me, but go you will." The letter was signed

Although you did not specifically say so,it is apparent that you were
replying to an advertisement placed in the April/May issue of Theatre

Organ surprised me greatly. For a magazine that prides itself on its pro
opinion and that of a,good many others with whom I have spoken,it
was quite non-professional in its illogic and unjustified conclusions,"

Richard R. Haight, ATOS-National President, Attorney-at- Organ (page 26) by Richard Sklenar and myself stating our views. One
Law, Citizen of the United States.

of the goals for ATOS vJkich we stated, and one that I feel is quite feas

ible, is increased membership. Instead of being only 6,000 after 25
RUMOR ™0 CHAPTERS MAY DROP OUT 0F years, why not be 10,000 after 26 years, or 15,000 after 27 years. It

|IS possible. With such an increase in membershij^ even at the same
ATOS IF BYLAW REVISIONS NOT ADOPTEi: dues level, ATOS could afford to hire a full-time professional director

and staff to handle the administration and publication details and in
Rumors are starting to be circukvted in the current strife
over the proposed ATOS bylaws revision project. The move turn, aid ATOS to grow. There is no commercial gain involved as you

state; certainly no more than there is now with paid Contract Fees to
by national in dismissing John Ledwon as head of the com
mittee responsible for revision work and replacing him with key ATOS people as listed in the Financial Statement, and I am sure
you would not call Contract Fees "commercial". Nor do Mr. Sklenar
Tiny James, who has openly remarked there is no need to
and I 'I'-have self-improvement in mind" as you imply. In fact, Mr.
change them, has apparently started repercussions, if the
Thompson, I find that statement to be repugnent and vicious and per
rumors prove true. Two chapters have reportedly written
letters declaring their intention of leaving ATOS and going haps the most non-professional thing you have ever written. You need
only ask any member of either CATOE or Central Indiana just how much
it alone if the bylaw revisions are not put into effect.
Such actions might force the national board to reconsider

their thinking and implement the changes. There are oth
er chapters that may decide to take a second look at what
has been taking place and re-assess the problems of the or
ganization.
RUMOR CHICAGO ORIENTAL THEATRE DOOMED

financial benefit either Mr.Sklenar or myself has gained from our eff
orts in hehalf of ATOS to learn how disgusting they feel this statement
to be.

"In conclusion, I feel that your non-professional Editorial shows a
definite amount of irresponsibility and only points up our contention
that it is time lhat ATOS consider the services of true professionals.

Furthermore,responsible criticism and comment is the American way, lin

Word was out this month that Chicago's gaudy Oriental
and no amount of editorial hand-wringing and crocodile-tearing is go
Theatre will soon be stripped of all its theatre trappings;and ing to stop it.
Sincerely (s) Timothy S. Needier
converted into shops] The Wurlitzer, it is said, will stay in
Needier has noted that he has written to the national secretary and
place and be played for shoppers. More word will possibly
become available by the time of die Chicago regional bon- treasurer for information which has never been sent; he lias also sent
clave late next month.

SOUTH BEND~ORGAN PLAYING ALREADY
Ken Crome hauled the former Oakland Grand Lake Thea

letters to other national officials with questions contained in them,but
instead of answers he is told his letters are disgusting and he has been
unable to obtain information. "All of this points out that ATOS is be
ing stifled by inadequate leadership on the national level," he wrote in

tre Wurlitzer to South Bend,Indiana,recently and within jig the Central Indiana Chapter publication. "It would appear that they retime had it up and going. The pizza parlor is already open
sist any changes to their power structure. As a
and in trial operation. The location of the new food empor
result we are faced with a stagnant organization
ium is in suburban Mishawaka, near Notre Dame Univerdity,
whose growth over the past few years has been
This job was another rapid erection for Crome. He plans al'
almost nil. Without new blood and new leader
installations ahead and sets up floor frames in his plant to
ship, we have little to look forward to as a nation
conform with restaurant placement. He sets up the organ,
al organization. I intend to continue my efforts
checks it out then hauls it off to be permanently set up.
in bringing about a change..." he said in part.

HA'PfY SOUTHERNERS

THEATRE ORGAN CLUB HAS LONG
DRIVE TO ENJOY ELECTRONIC
Members of tie Magnolia Chapter ATOS drove
approximately 80 miles from their homes in Meri
dian,Missississippi, north to West Point and the
home of former theatre organist Bob McRaney and
August 24th enjoying an open console session on the

new Hammond Concorde organ Bob recently purch
ased, They also listened to fellow-member Frank

Evans(who is installing a Robert-Morton pipe organ
in his home, and Doltin McAlpin entertain tiem on
the same instrument. McAlpin, who is now an att
orney, made quite a name for himself several years
ago when he recorded the 2/6 Robert-Morton organ

in the Baton Rou^e,la., Paramount Theatre.He
made it sound twice the size it actually was.

1:

s-.

* «

Magnolia members Usten to fellow-member Frank Evans at the home of

Bob McRaney in West Point, Mississippi, He played on a new electronic.

BATON ROUGE PARAMOUNT MORTON
TO REPLACE CLASSIC IN HOME
Batron Rouge,La.,city officials were given the
opportunity to accept the 2/6 Robert-Morton pipe

organ from the Paramount(originally the Colum

bia) Theatre when the house was slated to be pull
ed down some time ago. The offer was turned

down due to lack of funds to install the organ in an
other location and it subsequently was sold to a pri'
vate party. It was stored by Don May, the man
who removed it. The organ was next sold to some>

one in New Orleans and early this month Tippy anc
Bob Gamer, of Jackson, Mississippi, bought the

small Morton and will linstall it in their home,ac
cording to Doltin McAlpin, the organist who first

introduced the instrument to organ buffs via his
Concert Recording^ "Thoroughly Modern Morton"

(CR#0027); his playing and style made the little

organ seem twice as large as it really is.
The Garners plan to remove a classical pipe or
gan they have in their residence now,McAlpin ad
vised,
ANYONE INTERESTED IN A SMITH DIAPASON?

George E. feown, Twin Falls organ buff,plans to
TRYING TO BUY BACK ORGAN—Web Heidelbarg,President of "Friends

of the Saenger" which has control of the HattiesburgSaenger Theatre and
is now restoring the building and trying to raise funds to repurchase the
2/6 Robert-Morton organ that was originally installed in the house. The
theatre, given by Paramount-Gulf Theatres, to the City of Haftiesbiirg, ..
is now a designated historical landmark. The house has been renovated

and has new carpeting, seats, etc. The only new items added were alum
inum doors. Heidelbarg is shown seated in the Auburn Super charged
Speedster built by Bob McRaney, who was organist at the Saenger when it

drive to Southern California November 15 and will

be delivering organ parts to various localities. He
has advised The Console that he has a 73-note 8ft,

Smith Diapason rank ,16 ft. Wood Diaphone set
and an 85-note Flute to 16ft. that can be hauled

along with the rest of the parts, if anyone is intered. For price,condition of the sets, call Brown at
(208) 734-1822, or write him at his residence:

— 1734 Poplar Avenue, Twin

opened in 1930, McRaney built the antique auto for his grandson.

SAN FRANCISCO ORGANIST WARREN LUBICH will appear in concert at
at San Gabriel Civic Auditorium, Sunday, November 16th at 2:30pm for

the Los Angeles Theatre Organ Society, General admission $4; members
$3 and Senior Citizens $3,50.

and can make deliveries

_

,

to almost any area for in-

terested buyers.

BIG BOOK ON FOX THEATRE RIVALS BEAUTYiWRI GMT SEMINAR POSTPONED UNTIL SPRING
OF THE MOVIE PALACE IT DESCRIBES '
DC\ /1I LVvLin y "HD
Al CDrn
C Avd
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George Wright's Academy of Artistic organ Perfonnance seminar
scheduled
for October
through 15,
beenbypostponed
the
Spring of 1981,
it was 13
announced
this has
month
Academyuntil
Manage-

FOX
The Last Word; Story of the World's Finest Theatre, by ment,Mission Viejo,California, No reason was disclosed for the
Preston J. Kaufmann (Showcase Publications,?, O,Box 744-C, change in date^

Pasadena,California 91104, lUustrateJ ^5.)

AIRCRAFT CONCERN PUTS NALLE AT CONSOLE FOR CONCERT

Here is a highly-detailed pictorial hiSsOiy of the rise and fall Beech Aircraft Corporation held a new type of entertainment show
of a great movie palace: the San Francisco Fox. Mr. Kaufmann
sales executives and personnel from various foriegn countwas blest to h^ave had at his disposal so many data dealing with jies and the U, S. on Tuesday, October 28th at the Wichita Civic
his subject. The reader is twice-blest for having an au^or whose Auditorium. The 1500 employees were guests at a cocktail party,
indefatigable research ferreted out these data do^ to the last which was held on the mezzanine level of the vast Exhibition Hall,
detail. And
detail.
And the
the details
details are
are all
all there:
there: from
from the
the gigantic
gigantic steel
steel
^nd then they moved down to the orchestra floor for a banquet. It
beams to delicately .sequinned
-sequinned tassels.
tassels The "Fox" affords the ^as followed by a concert on the 4/36 Wurlitzer with Billy Fhlle at
re^er
reader a delight on,at least three levels of experience.
console. There was also a small combo group to furnish music
author'ss placing
. The
Tbe first
first plateau
plateau is
is historical.
histOTicaJ_. By
By the
the author
placing the
the
fQj. (ije cocktail party and a larger orchestra playing background mubirth of the Fox in ^
a very
very definite
definite milieu,
milieu,the
the reader
reader becomes
becomes gic during
the dinner hour. Special lighting effects were used for
vividly aware of the place and the times, of the social and ecorgan solo work. Nalle noted it is the first time he knows of
to San Francisco. He thus makes the rise of

the Fox a fabulous yet credible .phenomenon,

a

with sufficient illuLations to convince the

y ANI

't

hTs Toyr,

AMT) U \ Q TOY^;

The second plme is emotional. Althougl Gannon College, the insttument's
of the Fox, the reader—through an odd con

spiracy of word and picture—is made to feel

.^eceStlyhehS/ac^SFed addh tional items for this part of the or
gan.

as well as to observe. The reader keenly an
At right, looking almost like a
ticipates the coming of the Fox, an antici
kid with a new toy
and we really
pation which rises to a pulse-quickening cre should say Joe appears to be a grown
scendo, culminating in the gala opening.
kid with an adult toy(which it is),
He is awed by the lavish interior, dazzled by he's very happy with a triangle that
the scintilating stage and screen presenta looks as if it belongs in position in
tions and overwhelmed by the music of the
back of the five bells that Jragons
symphonic orchestra and thunderous Wurlit
inscribed on them. The pneumatic
zer. In dramatic contrast,like a Greek tra
actions push out and take chain that
gedy, the reader senses the changing times, is
connected to individual clappers
becomes anxious at the rumored farewells,

sound the little ^ongs or bells
and finally suffers the shock of disbelief a" d that
when activated. (Very clever

despair when it all comes down and crumbl
es to dust.

The third level is nostalgic. Readers who

clapper connector conceivors these
Chines—Ed).

remeber the era will find that this monu mental work transcends the Fox and San Frar

Joe Luckey and Bob
Amdt, owner of the
Arndt Organ Supply
Co.,Ankeuy,Iowa,

cisco, and becomes a history of every movie
palace on every Main Street across the na

tion. They will recall the local press releas
es heralding the coming of the million-doll

stand between a set

ar Strand or Rialto, the fifty-thousand dolla;

of what appears to

organ (at least five ranks); the festive open
ing with its ribbon-cutting by the mayor; its

the small Chinese

be bongo drums and
gongs, looking at

claim to the unheard-of elegance; and,after
much uncertainty, shuttering, and desecra

Amdt's latest catal

tion, its final fate sealed by the wrecking

og. Luckey noted

ball. The "Fox" will prove the bench mark

that the Gannon or

membered or recreated.

gan will be getting
more items mortly.

While delineating by word and picture the
architectural beauty of the Fox, Mr. Kauf

to discuss the solid

by which the movie-palace era will be re

Amdt was in town

state and relay that

mann has created a book which, by its own

visual structure and elegant format,rivals

is being planned for

the beauty of the Fox itself. But,unlike the

addition to the or

Fox, the book is imperishable. In the words

gan.

Cicero, the author, Mr. Kaufmann, has
created a "monument more lasting than

bronze^^

Alfred Ehrhardt

OLD TOWN SHOULD BE INCLUDED

"Old Town Music Hall should be added tc

that list(Console,PS,Sept.'80) of locations
in the U. S. that show silent films along

"IN TOYTOWN"—Joe is
deep into making the addi
tions to the toy counter un

it which apparently was
taken out of the chamber

to facilitate installation of

with organ accompaniment!' writes Elmer F. the new toys for it.
Ray, of Burbank, Calif. "Old Town Music
Hall is unique in that there are frequent sil
ent film shows, and even when sound pic
tures are screened, there is always an organ

solo prior to the start of the performance—
and this goes on three days each week,Friday,Saturday and Sunday. The Hall is lo

cated ^In El Segundo,

Luckey still has more it
ems he will install on the
instrument. There are sets

of 1915 Bartola pit organ

orchestra bells and an xylo
phone; both have 30 notes
each and direct electric
action. Four more ranks of

Tellers pipework are going
ihto the organ—-two Strings

and two reeds. By that
time, Joe may have more

attend programs that

are shown there."

p<j:tober^,^,,l^^

ideas about additions that

will further improve it.

M

raaise ineaire live-manual, wuruizer organ in

He also maintains an extensive organ ware-

imployees to take care of the needs of the inayed daily.

at the Tucson organ was moved to that city or
console and relays. Their departure was being
le Devtronix solid state capture action with tw
tober 10th the instrument was nearly ready for
: the console will come out of the woodwork.

Hall style; the relays and console and motorizi
i shipped on October 27th and Brown noted tha
anned for the middle of November. Jim Conn

ng in Texas, is to be resident organist.

YOUNG AUSTRALIAN HEADS ORGAN STOP SHOP
To keep his organs in top condition and to take care of the almost
continuous acquisition of other instruments
recondition ans store
them until there are additional pizza locations available——Bill Brown
Phoenix pizza parlor operator, has a young, expert Australian by the

name of Grahame Davis as technical head of his organ shop...
Davis' love affair with organs began when he first heard an old

church instrument. He was nine-years-old when the majestic sound
echoing in the expansive Melbourne Church made him realize that he
knew the only career for him was constructing and designing those
;s.

s later and halfway around the world, Davis is
rebuilding theatre pipe organs and also constru

rgan Builder for Bill Brown,owner of the Phoen
restaurants and is at present rebuilding the Wv
Brown's latest restaurant venture in Tucson.

> his own classical organ firm in Phoenix and i
ailders in the southwest. "The organ is King ol
i. "It is one of the most versatile musical in" Great satisfaction comes from constructing

b versatility.
an incorporates elements of the physical, meni
id. "The idea s originate in the mind,the phy
ting and the music pleases the spiritual."
completed instrument that he has taken part in
instrument has been built with the expertise o
ore him.

^ng the art of organbuilding nearly nine years
irt in the construction of several mechanical a

and many rebuilds of existing instruments. H«
land and keeps in touch with developments in

TATEMEN
of Directoi

Europe. After he finished his basic education

laight endi
expressed
mmittee a

dwon Com
lad in oart

0
..-M

in Australia Davis was accepted by the largesorgan builders in Australia as an apprentice.
During the three-year period, Davis learned
all aspects of the trade.

"Apprentices are taught a set of basic rules
in organ building and (Continued on Page 38)

counter. Original console destroyed, dismantled Wurlitzer 2/6 console
available. Extra 4-rank Barton relay. Organ in storage, available im

mediately $6,500 firm. (405) 943-1980 no collect calls.

WURLITZER STYLE D TRUMPET, Opus 1005, $650. Miscellaneous "Wurlitzer tuned sleigh bells, $10 per bell. Fill in your missing bells, send

ORGAN IZCO ADS INFORMATION

SASE for list of available bells. R. O. Frey, 2050 Willow Way, San

Bruno, Calif. 94066.
ORGAN MUSIC OF THE NOSTALGIA YEARS. Cassette 8-track or LP. A

1lfe««l;;;Apil^fScc6iinR

$6.95 value. SPECIAL OFFER: $2. 50 each or 3 for $7.00, Postpaid.

???

if

Free brochure. Jimmy Rhodes * Box 396-A * Rt. 2 * Cleveland, Tenn.

:ii|'

il^::piiy^i;il^:iici3t:;3r»d::;po^|e^i;:||.|i|:^

zip code 37311.

WURLITZER 8' Vox Humana,$200; Wurlitzer 8' Flute,$200; Robert-Mor

FOR SALE

ton Redwood 8' Tibia, $500; Robert-Morton 8' Dulciana,$200; Wicks

WURLITZER,Opus 1506,Style E, 2/7, in ■ 8' Vox Humana(Sax), $200.

stalled 11/11/26 at 165th Street Theatre,Bronx,New York.
Trumpet,String,String Celeste,Flute, Tibia,Diapason and
Vox (Vox not Wurlitzer). No toys or drums,has Chrysoglott.
220 volt single phase. Not butchered or modified,removed
from residence,presently stored in Southern California.
"Write or call for additional information:(714) 461-3287,
5711 Water Street,LaMesa,Calif. 92041,
TWO MANUAL CONSOLE,including bench and 32-note
pedal board. Very good condition. Combination actdon
needs work. Straight stop rail, 39 stop tabs,four pistons per
manual plus four generals. Los Angeles area(213) 324-

C Street, Davis, California 95616.
. ARTCRAFT ORGAN PARTS; Two swell engines, $25 each; two trems,

$"15; 5-rank chest,.-many, new magnets, $200. Available Jan. 1981.
Call 12131 324-2400. • •
oWANTED
WURLITZER 37-NOTE GLOCKENSPIEL,37-note Xylophone,Chrysoglott,
Robert-Morton 37-note Xylophone, Wurlitzer 2-4 rank chest, John

Ledwon, 28933 "Wagon Road, Agoura, Calif. 91301.

anas, Gambas and Vox Humanas, offset chests of all sizes,

three-rank with chimes.

1316 Oakmcnt Drive,

1926 CONCERT/THEATRICAL STYLE WICKS
11 rank pipe organ,un
ified. Horseshoe console. Good condition. Available March '81. Maybe
seen and heard. Information on request. Davis Community Church, 412

2400
lIeBLICH GEDECKT 16' with chest, Several sets of DulciTwo Manual Console complete, Reisner Gang Switches,
large cone valve reservoir, rectifiers, shade action for in
dividual shades, manual slides and low pressure blowers.
Send SASE for list to Johnson Organ Company, Box 1228,
Fargo, North Dakota 58107, or call(701) 237-0477,
WURLITZER RELAYS—^Large 3/14 relay recovered, new
Reisner magnets; Wurlitzer 2/10 recovered; Wurlitzer

Best offers accepted

Walnut Creek, Calif. 94595 or call(415) 228-0270.

NEED WURLITZER or similar stop rail, minus keys and actions, either
single or double. George Brown, 1734 Poplar Ave.,Twin Falls, Idaho

83301, or call(208) 734-1822.
THREE MANUAL ALLEN DELUXE Theatre Orcan with separate reed

generator. Frecl^ock, Box 333, Tarzana,Cain. 91356, or call(213)

6181.

-

All or Part. REASONABLE. In

Pasadena, Calif, area. Call(213) 792-2272.
NINE-RANK AEOLIAN ORGAN with player and 150 rolls,

including some by Lew White. Make offer. Call 1-(617)
761-7341 or 1-(617) 674-6977.
RODGERS 33-E White, three speakers, $12,000. Rodgers
340 Oak, $24,000. Rodgers 333 Oak—take over payments

of approximately $20,000. Gulbransen Rialto II nearly
new, $8,000. Thomas Palace III with Leslie, $3,000.

Call(213) 282-2821.
ESCAPE TO COLORADO, Quality built English Tudor home
built around a 28x36 auditorium complete with cathedral

ceilings, organ chambers (two rooms 12x14 with 17' crest)
completely sound proofed blower room with space for res
ervoirs and tremolos underneath and a 28x35 workshop

an organist's dream house, OWC terms. $289,000.00—^far
below replacement cost. Organ not included. Call Bunny
Fotopulos, Horton-Cavey, (303) 481-3151 or(303) 8413240 (evenings).

FOUR MANUAL WURLITZER CONSOLE,approximately 26 |
ranks, mostly Wurlitzer, percussions and toys; was playing • at Big Bob's, Burien, Washington, $30,000 takes all,in
cludes 4' Brass Trumpet. Contact Milt Kieffer, 3223 N, E.

143rd Avenue, Vancouver,"Wash. 98662, or call(206)

; < and fhe Organist is YOU!

892-6120.

YOU can play ths Wurlitzer Residence Pipe Organ ... and

PERSONALIZED STUDY of Theatre Organ (theory,harmony,
registration) by cassette tape lessons with active concert
artist. Write or call ROSA RIO, 130 Mill Street, Hunting-

ton, Conn. 06484, (203) 929-1652 for information. Same
address for "Everything's Coming Up Rosa" stereo LP record
ing ,$6. 50 postpaid, recorded on the Brooklyn Paramount

4/26 "Wurlitzer organ.
MOST ACCLAIMED THEATRE ORGAN RECORDING in a

decade,"There Is Only One Billy Nalle," on the incompar
able Wichita Wurlitzer. Also,final pressing of Bestseller

"Big, Bold and Billy" on LIU/NY Wurlitzer. Few remaining
copies of "BILLY'J on Dick Weber Wurlitzer (1964). Each

above $7. 50 postpaid to Billy Nalle Music, Suite 2205,400

West Central Avenue, Wichita,Kansas 67203.

without any teehnicai knowledge of music. To the fascinating
interpretations of famous organists you may add — af the

X/y

touch of a button — your own variations, all that your favorite
music means to you.
And should you desire ft, this pipe organ will play your

chosen selections continuously ... a soft background of melody
during dinner, perhaps.
Your family and your friends will delight in the richness of tone and the
responsiveness of this superb instrument when used for informal recitals.

The Wurlitzer Residence Organ has been creafed to fit your home. Its
console is not as large as a grand piano. For the first time it is possible
to possess a really distinguished pipe organ by making only a moderate
investment.

You will enjoy hearing, and playing, this instrument at your most con
venient Wurlitzer Studio ... New York, Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Detroit, Los Angeles, or Pittsburgh.

BARTON #2323, 2/6, relay,shutters,floor frame,regulatory
tremolos.Spencer Blower #19061, 110 or 220 single phase

2hp, 12" wind. Installed Palace

WurlTTzer

1926. String^Flute,Vox,Tibia,Trum-

m
A bflautfful brDcKur«, wilK

Glockenspiel, harp,'chimes, toy
(Continued on next column)

ISSfi

The price —
$6500 and upward

Residence Pipe Organ

pKofe^rapht of insfalla-

tioni, may ba obtainae
from any Wurllher rtoro

Mm-nc

lmiPf.l

Atmospheric Theatre in Tropical America
The Encanto theatre has introduced to Cuba the atmospheric design
zuhich has groiini to sxich great proportions of popularity in the United

States. It is the work of a Cuban architect who has brought to this

production the highest standards of design and decoration as exemplified
in the best houses in this country. The exterior of the Encanto is shozim.

above. Other views of this playhouse appean- on the tzvo pages following.
ENRIQUE GIL Y CASTELLANOS, ARCHITECT

•

- '

ENCANTO BRINGS
ATMOSPHERIC

DESIGN TO CUBA

WITH the opening of the Encanto in Havana, which, in

cidentally, was one of the most im

portant theatrical events in that city
in recent months, Cuba became the

home of what is generallv regarded
as the most beautiful ])laybouse in
tropical America. Here is a theatre,

with a seating capacity of 1,500,

which in architectural style, appoint
ment and equipment, compares with
the finest examples of the beautiful
and comfortable cinemas dotting the
cities of the United States.

The Encanto (a name which
translated into English means En
chantment) is owned by Messrs.
Solis, Entrialgo y Cia., proprietors
of the largest department store in
Havana. It was designed by the
Reproduced at the top of this page is
a viezv of the auditorium of Havana's

nczvesl and hnest theatre—ivhich fea
tures the atmospheric design done in
the Spanish style.
The left sidewall of the Encanio's

auditorium as viezved from the proscenimn wall at the mezzanine level
—pictured an the left

Above, another vieiv of the ai(ditoriHin.
Comparison with the photo on the

opposite side shows the assyiiietric
treatment employed by the architect

to give variety to the atmosphericscene.

Cuban architect, Eurique Gil y
Castellanos, who has followed the

atmospheric type of design and
whose thorough knowledge of the
architectural beauties of old Spain
and

Colonial

America

he

has

adroitly worked into the decoration.

The interior suggests a magnificent
Spanish Colonial garden of the
earlier days.
Just as it matches in charm of its
architectural scheme that standard

obtaining in the best houses in the
United

States,

the

Encanto

is

equipped to afford comfort to its
patrons.

It has Carrier equipment for air
conditioning and cooling, and its
pipe organ, screen, projection equip

ilii

ment are all of standard American
make. It is the first theatre in Latin

eSh
sfiH

America to be equipped with an air eeH
conditioning and cooling plant.
iiPl
iirn

HhUH. •'

On the right is a vietv of the inner

lobby, with staircases leading to the
mezzanine level. Ornanyentation here

is in the authentic Spanish style.
Colorful designs are carried out vi

the floor, wall and stairway tiling.

8 T
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ROCHESTER SOCIETY DOES NOT REQUEST FEE
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o;:'Y 1 DONATIONS,
PRESIDENT TOM LOCKWOOD SAYS
"Rochester Theatre Organ Society at no time asks anyone to donate

1

,

i
ia a wffv
Uj

'

^ fl money to the society that they have earned through a concert," it was
rr2!^H stated by Tom Lockwood, President of the y.eiy-jsuccessful independent
organization,--in a letter sent to The Console.
Lockwood noted that he was compelled to write due to an article
Tt- i.ilg^
that was published on Page 22 of the September issue. "RTOS was list-

■_

-

ed at the top of the "list" and I would like to clarify the statements

I

CS

I [BtiT*

' "In regards to Ron Curtis's appearance here two years ago, Ron
" "t
elected at that time to give SOME of his fee back to us for the organ
maintenance fund that we have. Ron did this out of the blue and we

^ras happy the way he was treated here and the response of the
whole society towards his playing; he wanted to show his appreciation

B^aajy■
Bm&

^

IBri

^

■' ■ //

''

J'i/y.jf. j

'*
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the Auditorium Theatre in May. Den is James played for us and was
"We pay our artists a fair salary that is negotiated before actual

concert dates are set.

"If I may site one more example. We held a benefit concert for

paid.

I should add that if the artist wishes to show appreciation, that

p=^Bi|Ml|MM is his business, not ours.

"I now would like to address the other matter brought up in regards

A-

to selling of artists records at concerts. As was mentioned in the article,

j(

many organizations "charge" the artist to sell his records. This is a

minimal amount for the exposure cthe record would be given normally.

THREE ORGANS—Partially pictured above ate three organs Here the people really interested in organ records get a good chance to
now in the Baranger Studios in South Pasadena,Calif. The
pick up a copy that may never be available infstores. IT'S GOOD ADBarton console at left belongs to the Studio and was original- VERTISING FOR THE ARTIST!

"I know ti h at RTOS charges for selling records,but the money we

ly installed in the National Theatre, Milwaukee. In some

receive
receive goes
goe back into the recording of concerts to make a tape for
the artist
artist of
organ buff; the instrument is in the Studio for refurbishing
the
oJ his concert. We have purchased two excellent mikes that
used for public recordings. It's all money to make the society
before Barangerman Dave Junchen takes it back to Florida
we have usi
better. On the other hand, if the artist doesn't want this service,we or
for re-installation. In some of the other boxes are parts
any oAer
are not then required to keep record inventory,
of Shea's Buffalo 4/26 Wurlitzer console. The keydesk is
other organization
o
go into money
handling, repacking, and sometimes pick up and debeing rebuilt by Baranger.
moi
—
livery service of one to five HEAVY cartons of records, iiladithe
DAVID HAMILTON, who heads the Conn Organ overseas Sales Dic
Di- artist does
not then enjoy greatest distribution of his work to the
vision, stopped over in Dallas, Texas, recently enroute from Austra:stra- very pi
people who are the best customers
lovers of theatre organ
lia to England to record the Bob McGillivray 652 Conn. The tapes music,
went on to England to be used on the BBC snow,"The Organist En
"Oni organist once wanted to give us more than our regular
"One
tertains."
serviici
serviice charge. We told him,"Thanks,but no thanks'l Our stand
ard fee was good enough. Organists realize? they are in a business
of the boxes are the organ belonging to Cal Jureit, Florida

to make money, but so is the organization that is sponsoring them.

"Is

■f:
M

Organists do not have to take any fee that they may feel is below

their standards, but, on the other hand, they should not set a fee

HERE'S AN IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT. . .

&

out of limits to the group interested in hiring them. It is the re
sponsibility of sponsoring groups to present good quality theatre
organ concerts. Both the artist and sponsors must maintain that
goal^'ihe concluded.

Lockwood, who once served as the first head of the ATOS
Library project at Elon College, has another hobby in addition to
the Rochester Theatre Organ Society. He builds model ships

GEORGE WRIGHT

from regular plans for museum displays. His models are all done
on custom order basis,

Plays The Chicago Theatre Organ

YOUNG AUSTRALIAN HEADS ORGAN STOP SHOP

—continued from page 33

must learn through their own experience how to give these rules
their own interpretation. One is always learning and adding to
one's knowledge," he said. The greatest lesson is to design and
build an organ that will filViflxe needs of a church whilst still be
ing able to give adequate interpretation to organ literature."

CHICAGO
VOLUMES 1 &2

With his overseas experience and early background, Davis is

able to all work in constructing pipe organs wiSiout ordering

Soon to be a collectors item — will not be repressed.

^

Volume 1 — $13.95 Postpaid (Direct to Disc)

^

Volume 2 — $9.95 Postpaid

^
U

Check or Money Order, no C.O.D.'s
California Residents Add 6% Sales Tax

ORDER FROM:

^
^

manufactured! parts if he does not choose to,
Davis says he is able to design an organ to fit the needs of a
sacred or decular organization. "It is a challenge to build an
artistic organ that looks handsome as well as sounds beautiful."
Davis said he was not in the proffesion for money or prestige,
rather for the artistic rewards that it brings. "In my own mind I
am striving for a medium-size organ upon which one can perform
all types of organ literature as well as satisfy a set of requirements
for a musical organization.

With this standard to attain, Davis need not worry about the
money or prestige—both will materialize \evety31:iroe(HeNbuilds
such an instrument.
ODE TO THE THEATRE ORGAN

—OR

THE ACTIONS OF THE FACTIONS

^

The melody lingers on

J. NELSON MANAGEMENT
900 Anderson Drive • San Rafael, OA 94901

^
October

1980 ,

Silc^am Springs,
Arkansas

EXOTIC WORKSHOP—Organman Dave Junchen works at
his voicing machine in Baranger Studios m a room where
the former tenents repaired their lavish,intricate jewelery
displays(now called "motions"). Junchen and his voicing

machine frame a scale live steam model early day steam locomotive.
In die photo above Dan Horenberger works in the same room recover

ing reservoirs. He views a variety of the jewelery window display
pieces.

CHICAGO AREA CHAPTER ADVISES NATIONAL
BOARD OF ITS PROTEST AGAINST HAIGHT;
GIVES BASIC OKAY TO BYLAWS REVISION

SMEAR LETTER ISSUED BY ANONYMOUS
WRITER AIMED AT DISCREDITING
OPPOSITION MEMBERS IN DISPUTE

Chicago Area Chapter officials early next month will forv/ard a
Anonimity again has entered ATOS discord. Letters sent from
protest to the ATOS National Board of Directors disapproving the Memphis,Tennessee,reached a number of ATOS members at the
many letters being written by the National President as not repre- close of Ais monthj it has been learned just prior to this issue gosentative of the American Theatre Organ Society, In a telephone ing to press that the latest postmark on identical letters identifies

conversation with John Peters, CATOET Chairman, The Console

Northern Virginia as the mailing place.

editor was told thatPiesident Haight will not receive a copy of the
The letter was first Igiven a public hearing by Richard Sklenar,
letter since CATOE officials regard his actions going beyond the Chicago Area Chapter member, who received a copy. The letter,
autliority he is granted by the board.

or "The K,M.A. Marching Society Report #1" reads: FLASH! 1!

Peters noted that the protest is being sent to the national govern-We believe that we can now identify most, if not all, of the meming body because that group named Haight to the office and must bets of the so-called "The Committee of Concerned Members" a
take action. The board ii responsible and must answer to the
cowardly group of anonymotis and notorious pen pals. Active in
membership. They must deal with the situation and reply to the the first half of 1979,they seem to have crawled back into their
chapter, Peters indicated.

holes. Several of them are in the Los Angeles Chapter. The Cen-

He also said that CATOE supports the bylaw revision work that tral Indiana Chapter has one. One is in the Chicago Chapter. Pohas been done, but explained that his officers will request two
tomac Valley Chapter had one. And the Atlanta Chapter has a
additions
that everyone belonging to ATOS must belong to a
'probablel

chapter; and that there must be better provision for chapter repre- Sklenar made it perfectly clear that the report is nothing more
sentation. He did agree that it is necessary to impliment changes than a smear tactic originated by an apparent sick mind or group
and then work to improve any discrepancies in the bylaws(which of minds who thinly veil their finger-pointing at those who are
the committee also has agreed to previously—Ed).

currently involved in opposing actions by national ATOS, He de-

The decision to draft a protest followed the reading of the cor- dared that during the 1979 dispute, all those who were openly
respondance between L. A,'Chairman Ralph Beaudry and the Na- championing for publication of the financial statement each year
ticnal President, which Chicago Chairman Peters had requested did not hide behind anonimity,but spoke up and wrote publicly,
from the LA head after he offered to send copies to any interested
The anonimity of the KMA (which also probably refers to bringmembers. The ATOS President had threatened Beaudry in one of ing the lips into contact with a lower portion of the anatomy) is
the letters that he intended to make public all of Beaudry's cor- covered in the same type of excrement that it accuses the 1979

respondence. Beuadry advertised their availablility in his Chapter group flinging as an anonymous body.
newsletter and has had several orders in addition to the one sent

by Peters.

There are interesting phrases in the present note that several of
the members who received them are comparing with other corres-

While Chicago officials did not go so far as to demand therisignation, their action that declares the President exceeded his

to the postal authorities for investigation

pondenace they have in their files. One copy will be turned over

the envelopes are very

au^ority is viewed as being tantamount to indicating to the na- similar to odier envelopes the members have recieved and it is

tional board that such actiori or puttiqg effective brakes on further thought there may be some marks that will help postal inspectors

letter writing has to be considered ana acknowledged.

supply information about the mailings.

*Rumors James and Reiger Said 'Cool It'*

There are tumors-—at least one is given reliable credence

■
that both Board Members W. 'Tiny' James and William ~
Rieger

EDITOR'ASKED TO COMPILE;FILE OF HAIGHT LETTERS

Console pditor Tom B'hend received a request late this month

have told the National President to soft pedal his actions. It ap- by a group of people who ejmressed interest in compiling a file of

pears,however,to be just a rumor since the letters are still being letters exchanged between National President Richard R. Haight
sent

L. A. Board Members William Exner and Steve Ross receiv- and various members of ATOS during the present discord. They

ed replys to their letters to the ATOS head and both were appall- desire original copies of presidential replys and xeroxed copies of
ed at what had been written. Both men wrote asking that the ac- members' letters which would present a history of the incidents
tion against Beaudry be recinded and cited Beaudry^s leadership oi that have been generated. Letters should be mailed via Certmed
LA. Both letters were written in an attitude of friendly spirit, but POSt and will be returned after photoengravings have been made
the answers both received were shocking.

each page.

The group indicated to B'hend that they plan to

Los Angeles Chapter Board and past chairmen of the club will hav-e-brief-text^plammg the reason for letters being written in
hold a meeting November 7th, at which time the group will decases, and will publish around

cide on the course of action to be taken. There is no doubt,ac- I[T***™ I
1
what will transpire; And like Chicago, Los Angeles will request I
I

cording to several past chairmen and present board members, just I

y"} be disttibuted.

The letters are

public domain since they have

immediate response to their communication with National;. LA

b^sn widely distributed in xerox form to

Head Beaudry indicated the board must answer the members.

^^i^Y members.

Joe Duel Bella
9
2147 S. Caton Street

Chicago, Illinois

o0547

POSTOFFICE BOX 744-C

PASADENA,CA 91104

CHAPTERS SHOWING MORE INTEREST
IN BYLAW REVISION COMMITTEE
More ATOS chapters are beginning to take an
interest in the present bylaws revision project due to
the disoord that has appeared. There are at present

ten units firmly in accord with the changes and their
membership count will be a factor in the coming
months in me event a move is made to call a gener

al meeting to -get response from the national board.
It was pointed out by one member who is active
^ in the current drive to return John Ledwon as head of
the revision committee and request that national
serve the interests of all members and consider the

adoption of the changes that with Los Angeles' 560
members and at least 10 other chapters, there is a
tremendous voting power to weild. Chicago and
Detroit number over the 400 mark and the addition

of these units to the count would make an impressive
! total that would have'clout'.

"Now is the time for all chapters that want to see
changes made to make known their wishes," the

member said.
SYDNEY MAY LOOSE ITS REGENT THEATRE

Sydney,Australia,is in danger of losing its big
(2,000 seats) Regent Theatre in the heart of the city.
One of the town's early super-palace motion picture

A ROASTING WE WILL GO—-Well over 200 friends of Organist Bill Thomson

theatre, complete with four-manual Wurlitzer, it was

were in attendance at his "Electone Recital-Banquet-SurpriseRoast',' Friday

operated by Hoyt's Theatres,Ltd., until the firm

evening, October 24th, in the banquet room of the Quiet Cannon restaurant,
completed its nearby seven-cinema complex and
Bill was brought to the restaurant on the pretext, or basis that he would play a moved out. The organ was removed several years
concert for the "Music Listeners Guild Fourth Annual Banquet'! The lights were ago.
kept very low and Bill played his concert(and also gave verbal reams of inferThe house was turned into a legitimate showcase,

mation about the Yamaha organ he was playing, since he is a demonstrating or-(but after every effort was made to make it work as a
ganist for the firm). After his musical portion,the lights were brought up and theatre for live attractions, the
ux*c figures
iigurc^ for
lui its
iid use
u&c
when Thomson realized everyone in the room was a friend, he became slightly
nave
have been very disappoint
disappoint-

"unglued'] Recovering nicely, he enjoyed his own banquet and then was the
victim of a sound roasting by several of his friends who were present.
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historical preservation
preservation dede
signation so that it could

JAMES MAY~BE "planning BALLOt TO BE SENT TO ALU
ATOS MEMBERS; MAY NOT INCLUDE VOTE FOR BYLA^iVS

be saved and used publicly
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did
did not
not go
go through.
through.

W. 'Tiny' Tames recently addressed a meeting of the Board of Direct-

ors of Northern California Chapter ATOS and asked officials to rent a :

postoffice box where ballots could be sent and also requested the unit's j kTONITE
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participation in counting them should they be sent out by the national

I

office. This move woulcl save paying a counting house to tabulate the
results.

The report about what James said concerning the ballot appeared to l
be nebulous, but one member of Nor-Cal Chapter indicated the plan

W/j.

•

&
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would include voting for the present operational policy to keep it in

force, or, another provision &at would give the present board even
more power than it has now and apparently give all incumbent direct
ors life tenure,

*No Provision Mentioned For New Bylaws*
It was expressly noted by the member that James did not mention
provision to include a vote for the new, or revised bylaws; he is firm
ly opposed to any changes,'"
Thus, such a ballot, if it were to be sanctioned by the present nattional board would be little more than the 1979'Direc.tor's Letter that is

still considered by many to have been a poor attempt at electioneering.
It did help the incumbents, but was costly and was paid for by the
membership. Nothing would be gained by having votes for status quo
or greater authority for the board.

If provision is made to include a vote for the bylaw revisions, then
such a ballot would give fair representation to every member and it
it m ight be worth the expense of printing, mailing, but without it the
project should be downed as not being fully representative of the en
tire membership-

nH^ryTHurry. L
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Then it's gone
forever! _

SAD NOSTALGIA
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|

Some theatres went out in a blaze of

glory at the moment of their final performance prior to be
ing demolished. The beautiful Minnesota (later named Ra

Nor-Cal Chapter agreed to get the postoffice box (it is in Rich
mond,California), but the club officials went on record approving the dio City) Theatre made a feeble attempt to entice the pub
bylaw revisions and endorsing the work of John Ledwon and his com>-"i
lic in with this ad. The organ is now the property of Reiny
mittee. The national board,! it is reported, is tentatively scheduled
Delzer, who has it installea in his home in Bismarck, North
to hold a meeting in Berkeley, California, during the week or the
Dakota.
Thanksgiving weekend.
'

